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1  The People  
The Kulisi Agaw is an unknown small ethnoliguistic group in northwestern Ethiopia. They are  

widely known as Kunfel though the name is perceived as impolite by the people themselves. 

Among Amharic and Awŋi speakers of Gojjam and Gondar, Kunfel has the connotation of 

‘ugly face’. Cowley (1971) reported that the name Kunfel is considered abusive and hence 

prefer to be called K’olläɲɲoʧʧ; an Amharic word which means “lowlanders”. In his 

anthropological work on the neighboring ethnolinguistic group (Gumuz), Gebre (2001) too 

writes that the people are unhappy to be called Kunfel, but Kulisi also means “lowlander”. 

Hence, both names: K’olläňňoʧʧ and Kulisi refer to the same group of people who inhabit the 

lowland area of southwestern Ethiopia on the way to the Sudan border. During a meeting held 

exclusively for bestowing the appropriate name for the ethnic group and their language a year 

ago, it was agreed that Kunfel is a misnomer and instead Kulisi Agaw or Kulisi was accepted 

as the right name for both the ethnic group and their language. Kulisi Agaw means ‘Agaw of 

the lowlanders’ (kul ‘hot/lowland’ + isi adjectivizer) and is believed to differentiate them from 

the Awi (speakers of Awëi) who are perceived as segi Agaw ‘Agaw of highlanders’ (seg 

‘cold/highland’ + isi (adjectivizer). The Awi also call them Kwalas, which also means 

K’olläňňoʧʧ in Amharic and ‘lowlanders’ in English (Yaregal p.c.). The Kulisi inhabit the 

areas of Jawi and Quara districts of the Amhara regional state and Dangur of the Benishangul-

Gumuz regional state in few scattered villages. Jawi is one of the districts in the Awi zone of 

the Amhara region which the majority of the Kulisi inhabit (see Map below). The Jawi district 

is bordered by Benishangul-Gumuz Region to the west, by Semien Gondar Zone to the north, 

by Mirab Gojjam Zone to the east, and by Dangila district to the southeast (see Map below).  

 
 

                                                 
1 The fieldwork for this research was sponsored by the German-Based Society of Endangered Languages (SEL) to 
which I am grateful. I am indebted to my language helpers: Ato Negatu Wase, Ato Agedew Ayal and Ato Tashu 
Desta. I also appreciate the tireless assistance I got from employees of the Jawi district Culture and Tourism bureau.    
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            Adopted from König (2011) 
 

There is no available information on the definite population size and number of speakers of the 

language. Any census conducted so far did not include the Kulisi. The researcher was told that, 

at least in Jawi, the Kulisi were counted together with the Awi. Gebre (2001), who did an 

anthropological research in Metekel administrative zone which the Kulisi partly inhabit, notes 

that the Kulisi constitute only one peasant association, which, under normal circumstances, 

contains between 200-500. However, there are unofficial reports that the Kulisi who live in 

scattered villages around Quara (north Gondar Zone) and Dangur (Metekel Zone), all together 

may exceed 1000. So far, researchers have given no attention to the study of the Kulisi people 

and their language mainly for three reasons. The first reason is lack of easy access to the 

villages which the Kulisi inhabit. The second reason is the rampant infestation of the area by 

malaria-causing mosquitoes. The third reason is the reluctance of the people to avail themselves 

for researchers. The Kulisi are all Orthodox Christians. Though marginalized for long, the 

Kulisi conversion to Christianity has paved the way for socioeconomic and cultural contacts 

with the neighboring ethnolinguistic groups, especially the Amhara and Awi. As noted by 

Taddesse (1988:10), ‘The Agaw are devoted Christians, and have developed a profound 
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Christian identity.’ They believe that, together with the other Agaw ethnolinguistic groups,  

their ancestors migrated from Lasta, widely accepted as the original place of Agaw.  
 
Cowley et al. (1971) also writes that, Kunfel Haméč and Gumuz (Hametch and Gumis) each 

have their own language. The two resemble each other in appearance. The Gumuz have darker 

skin than the Kunfel and live mixed with the Kunfel in Kunfel territory, but as more distinct 

groups in Qwara. The three groups intermarry among themselves, but not with Amharas. 

Cowley and his team have reported that the Kulisi are dark-skinned people and most women 

have goiter. They are distinguished from the Gumuz (Nilo-Saharan) in their less darker skin 

color and shorter physical appearance, and from the Agaw and Amhara in their darker skin 

color and shorter physical appearance (see photo).2 Until today, the highlanders consider the 

Kulisi Agaws bikalka ‘hybrid’. Taddesse (1988) mentions that the Kulisi were undermined by 

the Awi and Amhara for living and intermarrying with the Gumuz. In their report, Cowley and 

his team mention a person called Kasa Gombäl, a famous traditional healer and witch whose 

father was Gumuz and his mother Kulisi. At least at present, intermarriage between the Gumuz 

and another ethnic group is rare. Intermarriage between a Gumuz woman and a man from 

another ethnic group is even non-existent. The Gumuz say, ‘How can a goat and a sheep get 

crossbreed?’ Intermarriage between the Kulisi and the Awi is not usual either. The Kulisi most 

often practice intra-marriage within their own group so long as they are not relatives.  

 

The Kulisi who reside in villages build their houses mainly from wood and grass. Because of 

the heat, they leave the walls of their houses un-plastered or partially plastered with mud (see 

photos). Their subsistence relies mainly on cultivating crops: sorghum, finger millet, millet, 

sesame, maize, teff, hot pepper, etc. They breed cattle, sheep, goats and chicken for 

consumption and for sale. They harvest honey three times a year. Wild honey collection and 

hunting are also common. As mentioned by Cowley (1971), the Kulisi Agaw used to kill game 

as provision of food and big animals like elephants and lions to show their manliness and to be 

reckoned as full man. The elderly persons still remember their times as hunters and gatherers 

when game was abundantly available at their disposal before resettlements and mechanized 

farms started some thirty years ago. At present, driving by car to and from Fendeka, the district 

town, is not difficult as it was before. There are public buses everyday to and from Fendeka. 

There are big tracks and field automobiles running around to the resettlement areas and private 

investments. The Kulisi mention all these as the major factors for an inevitable shift not only in 

                                                 
2 I couldn’t see any visible difference in physical appearance between the Kulisi and the rest.  
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their economic subsistence but also in their linguistic and social identities. The Kulisi are also 

known for their use of traditional herbal medicine on which they heavily rely until now. The 

present day Kulisi practice intra-marriage within their own small ethnic group and small clans. 

It is therefore axiomatic that both the linguistic and non-linguistic features of the Kulisi 

ethnolinguistic community need the immediate attention of linguists, anthropologists and 

historians to study them in some detail. 
 

The aim of this paper is to describe the grammar and lexicon of the Jawi variety of Kulisi. It 

also describes the sociolinguistic profile of the language and its speakers. It is believed that the 

grammatical description, the wordlist and the text as well as the audio and video recordings 

will contribute as living documents of this unknown small speech community. As the first 

researched work, it will apparently make the so-far-unknown people and their language known 

to researchers particularly in linguistics, history and anthropology. The data and audio and 

visual texts were collected between 16 and 21 January 2010 and between 7 and 29 in a small 

town called Fendeka and a small rural village called Almu in Jawi district, about 850 Kms to 

the north-west of Addis Ababa.  
 

2  The Language  
Kulisi is classified under the Central Cushitic language family (traditionally known as Agaw) 

which itself belongs to the Cushitic branch of the Afro-Asiatic phylum (Hetzron, 1976). It is 

believed that, among the Agaw languages, Bilin, Khamtanga, and Kemant form one distinct 

branch in opposition to Awëi (together with Kunfel), which in many respects stand apart from 

the other Agaw languages. As shown in the following family tree, Appleyard (1984) has 

classified Kulisi under southern Agaw together with Awëi.  
 

Proto-Agaw 

 

 

 

 Northern Agaw  Eastern Agaw  Western Agaw  Southern Agaw 

 

       Bilin        Xamir   Xamta  Kemant   Quara  Awëi    Kunfel  
 

Cowley et al. (1971) reported that Kulisi is very similar with Agaw languages, especially Awŋi, 

because it has the velar nasal /ë/ as a phoneme and because it lacks ejective sounds.3 In 

common with the other Ethiopian Afro-Asiatic languages (Cushitic, Omotic and Semitic), Kulisi 

                                                 
3 These features are common in Agaw languages and in Proto-Agaw too (see Appleyard, 2006). 
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has an SOV word order. Contrary to the northern, southern and eastern Cushitic languages but 

like the other Central Cushitic (Agaw) languages, it exhibits a six vowel system including the 

high central vowels whose phonemic status remains dubious (see sections 2.1 for phonological, 

2.2 for morphological and 2.3 for syntactic descriptions).  
 

The only published work on the Kulisi people and their language is the six-page article by 

Cowley et al. (1971). Their short report was published forty one years ago following their 

survey to Quara. It contains a brief sociolinguistic information and a hundred word-list. In the 

report, they noted that, ‘They (the Kunfel) claim that their ancient language has in part been 

forgotten, and that their present speech has been influenced by Amharic and Tigrinya.’ 

(1971:99’. A very recent information about the Kulisi was delivered by Hussein Mohammed, 

Andreas Joswig and Ryan Boone of SIL Ethiopia who undertook a language survey trip to 

Quara. In an abstract submitted for the symposium on endangered languages which took place 

at Addis Ababa University in 2005, the group has mentioned that Kulisi can fit into southern 

Agaw together with Awŋi. During their presentation, it was reported that the language was 

spoken by people inhabiting the Quara area west of lake T’ana (north Gondar) and the Belaya 

and Jawi areas (west Gojjam) including few monolinguals. On the other hand, the district 

Culture and Tourism bureau told the researcher about Kumpali, a dying language, may be 

spoken by a few elderly individuals; and Kulisi, a living language which is believed to be a 

dialect of Awëi. They underline that, whereas Kumpali is the ancient language of Kulisi 

people, Kulisi is the contemporary language spoken by the Kulisi.4 Whether or not Kumpali is 

still spoken somewhere needs verification. If it still exists even in the mouths of elderly people, 

then, whether or not it is an independent language different from Awëi or Kemantney needs to 

be explored. Since there is a significant difference between the lowland Agaws (Kulisi) and 

highland Agaws (Awi) in their complexion, in their culture, and in their way of life in general, 

‘when’ and ‘how’ the Kulisi started to speak an Awëi variety needs special attention.5  
 

At present, Kulisi is still spoken natively in every age group. It is also spoken by monolinguals. 

Though the number the Kulisi is not officially known, they are in several hundreds or few 

thousands. The expansion of towns, mechanized farms and settlement areas in and around the 

villages has created an eminent danger on the small speech community. The Kulisi are worried 

about their small number and the rapid linguistic and cultural assimilation to the dominant 

                                                 
4 The effort to get speakers of Kumpali in Jawi area were not successful. And yet, it is worth mentioning that the 

difference between the elderly and the young Kulisi is indeed significant especially when it comes to the lexicon.  
5 Yaregal Alene, a native of Awëi, is conducting research aiming at a PhD dissertation.  
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ethnolinguistic groups, Awi and Amhara. The prevailing conditions undoubtedly favour Awëi 

and Amharic; the former as a medium of instruction and school subject, and latter as a school 

subject and lingua-franca to communicate with speakers of other Ethiopian languages. There 

exists a rapid shift by the young generation from their ancestral language to Amharic. Kulisi, as 

a variety, is a language used only in the home domain. Kulisi children are sent to schools that 

are Awëi-medium. Textbooks are written in the Awëi. Teachers are all native speakers of 

Awëi from the highlands and are trained to teach in Awëi. Teachers of the Fendeka elementary 

school, where children from Almu are assigned to go, told the researcher the following: 

 
The Kulisi are physically distinct. Their language is also distinct. They speak a ‘laughable’ 

language but somehow related to Awëi. It is not proper Awëi though. We understand them but 

with difficulties. However, they understand us well. Children come to school with their Kulisi, 

which has a heavy accent and several strange words we do not know. Thank God, once they 

come to school and stay for months, they start shifting to Awëi. After one or two years in 

school, they, not only abandon their Kulisi, but also become excellent in both Awëi and 

Amharic. Their parents like this situation.  

 

Taddesse (1988:11) writes that, ‘Most of them reject automatically any linguistic affinities, 

close or remote with the Falasha, the Qimant, or even the Kunfel, who are, at least 

linguistically, very closely related to them.’ The Awi and Amhara together distance the Kulisi 

both socially and linguistically until today. The perceived identity by the Kulisi themselves is 

that they belong to one the Agaw groups. On the other hand, the given identity by the Awi to 

the Kulisi is that they are not genuine Agaw. The identity crisis is therefore quite interesting to 

look into seriously.   
 

 

2.1 Phonology 

2.1.1 Vowels   
Cushitic languages are known to have ten vowels: five long and five short (Mous, nd). The five 
basic vowels are /i, e, a, o, u/, which is demonstrably a feature of proto-Cushitic. Central 

Cushitic has a seven-vowel system including the two central vowels ɨ and ä. This is one of the 

features which makes Central Cushitic different from the rest of the Cushitic languages (see 

Zelealem (fc) for the salient features of Central Cushitic). The central vowels are included in 

the vowel inventory of Kemantney (Zelealem, 2003), Awŋi (Hetzron, 1969), Xamt’aŋa 

(Appleyard, 1987) and Bilin (Fallon, 2001). Appleyard (1991, 2006) included the two central 

vowels in the proto-Agaw vowel chart. Appleyard (1984:33) has noted that, ‘Long contact with 

Ethiopian Semitic, principally the prestige languages of ‘Abyssinian’ culture, first Ge’ez and 
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then Amharic and Tigrinya, has had a considerable effect on all the Agaw languages 

individually and collectively.’ The Kulisi vowel system consists of five basic and one marginal 

vowel.  
 
 i ɨ u 

 e (ä)  

  a 

         Chart 1: Vowel phonemes   
 

As shown in (1) below, the high central vowel occurs in all environments as in ɨŋ ‘ant’, fɨr 

‘well’, ɨntɨ ‘you (SG)’. In minimal pairs such as tɨɣwa ‘He fell down’ vs. tuɣwa ‘He entered.’, 

ɨtsi ‘fence’ vs. atsi ‘lot’, kɨnt- ‘learn’ vs. kint- ‘pinch’, it contrasts with other vowels. /ä/ is 

recorded in few genuine Kulisi words: tsägi ‘flower’ and ʃäräng ‘flute’. However, in these 

words, /ä/ is replaced by /a/, especially by elderly speakers of the language. This cebtral vowel 

is frequently recorded in loanwords from Amharic: täkätäl ‘follow’, käläkäl- ‘forbid’, läslasa  

‘smooth’, näffäs ‘blow’, ʤämmär- ‘start’. Again, these loanwords are modified by monolingual 

elderly speakers by replacing ä by a or e. Joswig (2010) has presented a six vowel system in 

Awŋi excluding ä and doubts the phonemic status of about ɨ as it most often appears as 

epenthetic vowels (see more discussions in Appleyard, 1984, 2006; Hetzron, 1969, 1976, 1978; 

Joswig, 2010). The status of /o/ is also problematic. It was recorded in only one instance: ʃoƔwa 

‘three’ (possibly ʃwäƔwa). In Awëi /o/ and wa are taken to be free variants (Hetzron, 1976). 

This mid back vowel is absent as a phoneme in other related languages and in proto-Agaw too 

(see Appleyard, 2006). The positions of the occurrence of Kulisi vowels in shown below: 
 

(1)  Initial  Medial   Final 

 i il ‘eye’  sib- ‘measure’  wi ‘why’ 

  ________  siya ‘far’  wani ‘who’ 

 u ________  guʃ- ‘borrow’  _________   

  ________  tuŋi ‘bottom’  _________      

 e ________  sezza ‘four’  ame ‘tomorrow’     

  ________  geg- ‘day, spend the’ gankɨle ‘penis’ 

 a ag ‘uncle’ nan ‘hand'  sɨkka ‘ten’ 

  abʤeli ‘gate’ tamb- ‘see'  gika ‘day’ 

 ɨ ɨë ‘ant’  lɨm ‘cover (n)’  angwɨ   

   ɨntsu ‘thin’ kɨnt- ‘learn’  zɨnkwɨ  
 

Overall, most words begin in consonants and end in vowels. That is the main reason for the 

rare occurrence of vowels word initially and consonants word finally (see example (4) below 

for consonants). As shown in (1), the only vowels recorded word initially are /i/, /a/ and /ɨ/. The 
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occurrence of these vowels in this position is not frequent either. In most of its occurrences, the 

central vowels tend to be an epenthetic vowel inserted to avoid impermissible consonant 

clusters. Most of Kulisi words end in vowels /i/ and /a/ (see the discussion on gender in section 

2.2). The occurrence of /e/ word finally is only in very few words. In word final position too, 

the high central vowel is triggered by epenthesis. Obviously, all the vowels occur in medial 

position. From the data and texts, /i/, /a/, /e/, and /u/ are the most frequently occurring vowels 

and with no doubt the vowel phonemes of Kulisi. Comparatively, /e/ is less frequent than the 

other four vowels. As mentioned earlier, the mid-central vowel /ä/ occurs in a couple of Kulisi 

words, may be due the influence of Amharic. It occurs only in loanwords and hence is not part 

of the phonemic inventory of vowels of Kulisi.    
 

2.1.1.1 Vowel length   

Contrastive vowel length is a typical feature of Cushitic languages. However, in Agaw 

languages, vowel length is not contrastive. This phenomenon is also one of the unique features 

of Agaw languages within Cushitic. In Kulisi, in few instances, the lengthening of the 

penultimate vowel shows focus or emphasis and functions similar to the English degree 

adverbial ‘very’.  
 

(2) sɨnkuti ‘good’  sɨnkuuti ‘very good’ 

 liggismi ‘long’  liggiismi  ‘very long’    

 ɨzzani ‘wide’  ɨzzaani ‘very wide’ 
 

Like vowel length, consonant gemination is not phonemic in Kulisi. Except its phonetic 

occurrence in words like liggismi ‘long’, ɨzzani ‘wide’, sɨkka ‘ten’, ɨʃʃi ‘meat’, laŋatta ‘seven’, 

gemination plays no role in making a meaning distinction between words. The replacement of 

geminated consonants in Amharic loanwords as in täkättäl > takatal- ‘follow’, käläkkäl- > 

kalakal- ‘forbid’, läslassa > laslasi ‘smooth’, näffäs- > nefes- ‘blow’, ʤämmär- > ʤämmer- 

‘start’ and so on by native speakers of Kulisi substantiates the absence of germination as an 

important supra-segmental feature in Kulisi.    
 

2.1.2  Consonants 
There are twenty-three consonant phonemes in Kulisi. With the addition of the labialized 

consonants kw, xw, Ɣw and ŋw that are common in Agaw languages, the consonant inventory 

could be twenty-seven.  
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 p  t  k q 

 b  d  g 

  f s ʃ x   

   z  Ɣ 

   ts ʧ 

    ʤ 

 m  n  ŋ 

   l, r   

 w    y 

  Chart 2: Consonant phonemes  
 

Like the other Agaw languages, Kulisi contains the voiceless bilabial stop /p/ and the velar 

nasal /ŋ/ as full-fledged phonemes. The velar nasal /ë/ and the alveolar affricate ts, which do 

not exist or rarely exist in other Cushitic languages, are part of the phonemic inventory in 

Agaw. The voiced alveolar fricative /z/, another consonant rare in Cushitic, occurs in all 

environments. /ʒ/ occurs in free variation with /ʤ/: ʒɨkwar- or ʤɨkwar- ‘advise’, ʒigra vs. ʤigra 

‘baboon’ and so forth. The uvular fricative seems to be rare too. The velar fricatives are among 

the archaic phonemes in Agaw languages. As a typical central Cushitic language, ejectives are 

lacking. Ejective sounds are absent in Agaw languages, so also in Kulisi. This is also one of the  

salient features that makes Agaw languages distinct from the Cushitic language family. The 

following loanwords in which ejectives sounds are replaced by their non-ejective counterparts 

prove the absence of the former in Kulisi.  
 

(3) Amharic    Kulisi 

     k’et’o   green pepper keto 

 ʧ’ik’a  mud  ʧinka 

 ʧ’amma  shoe  ʧami  

 bak’ela  bean  bakela 

 aʧ’ʧ’ed-  harvest  atsed- 

 märrät’-  choose  meret- 

 ʧ’äw  salt  ʧiwi 

 t'ɨt'  cotton  tɨti 

 s’af-   write  tsaf- 

 makraʧiti mäk’wɨräʧ’itt scissors 

            (dialectal) 
 

The following chart shows the possible positions of occurrence of consonants in Kulisi: 
 

(4)  Initial    Medial    Final 

 p pinʧ- ‘fart’  kampi ‘cheese’   _________ 

  __________   ɨmpɨla ‘one’   _________ 
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 b biri ‘ox’   gabaz- ‘snatch/grab’  ab ‘cheek’ 

  baxa ‘cabbage’  sab- ‘fight’   ʧab ‘milk’ 

 t tiba ‘flax’  kuta ‘roof’   mit! ‘hold (2SG)’ 

  tɨbt- ‘hide’  mɨwt- ‘carry’   _________ 

 d daga ‘above‘  ʤigda ‘bag, leather’  ad ‘Sunday’ 

  dunisi ‘potato’  lamda ‘shadow’   _________ 

 k kɨrʧi ‘chin’  ʧibka ‘hair‘   _________ 

  kɨb- ‘flow’  dakata ‘safety/wellness’  _________ 

 g gɨrma ‘pig’  anguʃa ‘cat’   ag ‘uncle’ 

  gaë- ‘run’  sɨg- ‘pound’   _________ 

 q qura ‘crow‘  dɨqa ‘poor’   zɨq! ‘drink’ 

  qapi ‘tree bark’  zɨq- ‘drink’   _________ 

 f fɨlayi ‘goat’  afɨn ‘guest’   ɨlaf ‘face’ 

  fɨnʤ- ‘chase’  gäfär- ‘boil’   _________ 

 s sɨna ‘butter‘  gisa ‘horn’   gas ‘front’ 

  sab- ‘stab‘  asisi ‘Croton macrostach’  nas ‘people’ 

 z zän ‘brother’  wɨza ‘ashes'   buz ‘fat’ 

  zär- ‘sow’  ʧamazna ‘curse’   amɨz ‘Thursday’ 

 ts tsaf- ‘write’  ɨntseɣ- ‘imprison’  _________ 

  tsarka ‘black’  atsed- ‘harvest’   _________ 

 ʃ ʃaʃaba ‘termite’  kɨʃa ‘basket’   ëaʃ ‘bone’ 

  ʧibka ‘hair’  angaʃa ‘crocodile’   

 x xura ‘child’  laxa ‘floor’   _________ 

  xumbi ‘mouth’  ax- ‘know’   _________ 

 ɣ _________   gaɣa ‘cliff‘   sanaƔ ‘cheetah’   

  __________   ʧaɣa ‘urine’   liɣ ‘hundred’ 

 ʤ ʤer ‘child’  manʤa ‘brother-in-law’  _________ 

  ʤas- ‘cook’  fɨnʤ- ‘chase’   _________ 

 ʧ ʧaka ‘plain’  ʧaʧuni ‘chick’   _________ 

  ʧiw- ‘ask’  gɨʧ- ‘dig’   _________ 

 m manʧa ‘heard’  gɨrma ‘pig, wild’   waram ‘spear’ 

  mɨwt- ‘carry’  kama ‘cattle’   _________ 

 n nan ‘hand’  ankwa ‘five’   ʃän ‘sister’ 

  nabi ‘inside’  kenda ‘half’   nan ‘now’ 

 ë ëaʃ ‘bone’  liëa ‘two’   gɨsaë ‘dog’ 

  ëa ‘they’  ɨë- ‘bite’   saŋ ‘tongue’ 

 l laɣw ‘one’  ʤela ‘bird’   il ‘eye’ 

  lɨë- ‘close’  kulini ‘amber’   _________ 

 r __________   arda ‘bad’   ʤawɨr ‘back, body’ 

  __________   kura ‘river’   ʤɨkwar ‘advice’ 

 w wizari ‘sieve’  diwa ‘chicken’   aw! ‘come (2SG)’ 

  wantar- ‘answer’  duwaʃa ‘finger millet’  naw ‘which says’ 
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 y yintsi ‘rat’  kabya ‘belt’   fankay ‘below’ 

  yiwna ‘woman/wife’ biy- ‘hate’   mɨnguy ‘hips’ 

 

From the above data, we can draw the following conclusions: 

(a) The palatal nasal /ɲ/ occurs only in one instance with the 3SG pronoun ɲi. This pronoun in 

other Agaw languages is either ni (Bilin & Kemantney), ëäë (Xamt’aëa) and ëi (Awëi). Its 

proto-Agaw form is like *ëV (Appleyard, 1986). Hence, /ɲ/ cannot be a phoneme in Kulisi. 

Note also that this consonant does not exist in Central Cushitic, which strengthens the argument 

for its absence in Kulisi.  

(b) The voiceless nasal /x/ occurs mainly word initially and between vowels. /x/ and voiced 

counterpart /ɣ/ are in complementary distribution especially word initially. Whether or not the 

former is an allophone of the latter needs further investigation. 

(c) The examples given in the fourth column are all taken from the data and texts. Except very 

few exceptions, most of these words (especially nouns) can appear with vowel endings, namely 

/i/ or /a/. buz ‘fat’ can be buz-i or buz-a. waram ‘spear’ can be waram-i or waram-a ‘spear’. liɣ 

‘hundred’ can appear as lix-i or lix-a (ɣ > x intervocalically). Hence, although the chart 

contains words that end in consonants, most of them, if not all can appear with vowel endings.      

(d) Consonant sequencing is possible only word medially. The most frequently sequence, as we 

can see, is SONORANT + OBSTRUENT followed by OBSTRUENT + SONORANT.   
 

Labialization of consonants is a common phonetic phenomenon in Agaw languages. In Kulisi, a 

number of consonants: stops, fricatives and nasals are labialized when they appear immediately 

preceding the vowel sequences usually a vowel -ATR feature and another vowel with +ATR 

feature. Some of these consonants, namely kw, gw, ëw and ɣw occur more frequently and hence 

can be taken as phonemes in the language. Compare the examples given in (5). 
 

(5)  Initial   Medial    Final 

 kw kw- ‘kill’  tɨnkwana ‘bed bug’ yɨkw ‘foot’ 

  kwa ‘cow’ zɨnkwi ‘heavy’  ɨrkw  

 gw gwɨrgwɨra ‘weed’ gwɨrgwɨmi ‘throat’  ________ 

  gwaɣi ‘vulture’ ʃigwey ‘small/thin’ ________ 
 ɣw ________  ʃoɣwa ‘three’  laɣw ‘one’ 

  ________  ʧɨɣwa ‘scorpion’  aɣw ‘water’ 

 ëw  ________  ɨrɨëwa ‘tears’   ________ 

  ________  sɨëw- ‘swallow’  ________ 
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2.1.3 Syllable structure 
Kulisi has both open and closed syllables. The words kwa ‘cow’, nu ‘we’, ag ‘uncle’, fw- 

‘climb’, ʧa ‘tomorrow’, etc. are the smallest consisting of one syllable. Other mono-syllabic  

words include saŋ ‘tongue’, ʤer ‘child’, fɨr ‘well’ and so on. In the majority of cases, Kulisi 

words are bi- or tri-syllabic. Compare the following possible canonical syllable structure of in 

the language.   
 

   (6) Bi-syllabic words 

 asi  fish  VCV   

 biri  ox  CVCV 

 ɨnni  elephant  VC1C1V 

 amli  cabbage  VC1C2V 

 ɨnkɨr-  laugh  VCVCV 

 bɨqli  mule  CVC1C2V 

 berber  pepper  CVC1C2VC 
 

 Tri-syllabic words 

 sɨlali  root  CVCVCV 

 antsɨni  father-in-law VC1C2VCV 

 tsaƔinsi   flee  CVCVC1C2V 

 ɨƔaƔar-  curse  VCVCVC 

 xuriŋkɨy  navel  CVCVC1C2VC 
 

Only two words, namely kalakaba ‘axe’ and mɨndɨraʃa ‘malaria’ were recorded with 

CVCVCVCV and CVC1C2VCVCV quadriradical syllables. Other words with such syllabic 

structure are all loanwords from Amharic. This includes musisini ‘pillar’ (Amharic mɨsässo), 

kulalita ‘kidney’ and so on. Since the language does not allow vowel length, all the syllables 

show non-heavy syllables with minimal words that consist of either a VC or a CV syllable.  
 

2.1.4 Tone 

The status of tone in Agaw languages has not been well studied. Hetzron (1976) writes that 

Awŋi and Bilin are tonal languages. There are however few examples from each language. 

Whether they are grammatical or lexical or both and whether or not they are distinct from 

stress or pitch accent still needs further description. In few instances, there are indications that 

these languages perhaps dropped tone as a result of the long and close contact with speakers of 

Semitic languages. In Kulisi, the following words seem to have different melodies. 
 

(7) yíwi ‘wrist’  kúwi ‘who killed’ 

 yiwí ‘mine’ kuwí ‘your (2SG.)’ 
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 múri ‘village’ áqi ‘person’ 

 murí ‘snake’ aqí ‘persons’ 
 

The homophonous words such as nan ‘now’ vs. nan ‘hand’, ɨnni ‘this’ vs. ɨnni ‘elephant’ and 

awi ‘sun’ vs. awi ‘Agaw person’ and ad ‘Sunday’ vs. ad ‘new’ should have been once 

distinguished through tonal differences. That is a hypothesis in the sense that, at this point, it is  

difficult to determine whether Kulisi is a pitch-accent or a tone language. Note that the same  

has been expressed by Joswig (2009) in Awëi.   
 

 

2.2  Morphology 

2.2.1 Personal pronouns 

The Kulisi subject pronouns consist of three singular, two plural and two respect forms. 
 

(8)  Singular  Plural      
 1 ani  nu~anan      

 2 ɨntɨ  ɨntu      

    res. ɨntu         

 3 ɲi  ŋa~nan       

    res. nay    
 

In the 1st person, n; and in the 2nd person nt can be taken as common pronominal roots. The 

1SG exhibits a pattern vowel a plus base n and in the plural, it is like base n plus vowel u. The 

i/u correspondence is shown in both the first and second persons. The base for the 3rd person 

can be ŋ and the plural from is like the base plus the vowel a. As discussed earlier, the 

occurrence of the palatal nasal ɲ only in Kulisi 3SG is a strange phenomenon as this sound 

does not exist in Agaw languages at all. All Agaw languages show respect forms from the 2PL 

and 3PL pronoun bases with or without modification (see (9) below). The emergence of such 

respect forms is along the lines of Ethio-Semitic languages (Appleyard, 1986) and can be taken 

as one of the distinguishing features of Central Cushitic languages (see Zelealem fc on the 

salient features of Central Cushitic languages). As can be seen, except Bilin and Xamt’aŋa, 

gender distinction is not shown in the 3SG in the other Agaw languages including Kulisi.  
 

Compare the Kulisi subject personal pronouns with personal pronouns in other Agaw languages 

in (9). The data for Awëi and Bilin was taken from Appleyard (1987) and for Kemantney from 

Zelealem (2003). 
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(9)  Awëi  Bilin  Kemantney  Kulisi  Xamt’aëa 

Singular   

1  an~ani  ʔan  an  ani  an~yan    

2  ɨnt~ɨnti  ʔɨnti  ɨntɨ  ɨnti  kɨt 

Res.  ɨntu  ____  nay  ɨntu  ëäë  

3 M  ëi  ni  ni  ɲi  ëi~ëɨr  

   F    nɨri 

Res.  ŋa  naw  ____  nay  ____ 

Plural 

1  ɨnnoʤi  yɨn  annew  nu  yɨn   

2  ɨntoʤi  ʔɨntɨn  ɨntändew ɨntu  kɨtɨn  

3  ëaʤi  naw  naydew   ŋa  ëay 

 

The 3rd person object pronouns are derivatives of the subject pronouns. The 1st and 2nd persons, 

on the other hand, exhibit suppletive forms. All object personal pronouns in Kulisi are marked 

by the suffix –wa, also an accusative case marker. Note that the initial segment of the object 

suffix assimilates to the final segment of the 1st person object pronoun resulting in gemination.     
 

(10)   Singular  Plural 

 1 ɨy-ya  nu-wa 

 2 ku-wa  ɨntu-wa 

    res. ɨntu-wa    

 3 ɲi-wa  ŋa-wa 

    res. nay-wa 

 

Kulisi possessive pronouns base their forms on the object pronouns. In possessive pronouns, 

the possessive suffix –wi is attached to the possessive pronouns. As shown in example (23), 

this suffix is similar to the genitive suffix.   
 

(11)  Singular  Plural   

 1 yi-wi  nu-wi   

 2 ku-wi  ɨntu-wi   

    res. ɨntu-wi    

 3 ɲi-wi  ŋa-wi   

    res. nay-wi 
 

The examples in (12) illustrate the pattern of pronominal possession: possessive pronouns and 

possessed nouns. There are two ways of expressing possession as shown. As a first resort, in 

(12 a & b), the possessive pronouns (as possessors) appear independently followed by the 
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possessed nouns. Note that the i ending of the possessive marker in the possessor pronouns is 

deleted when followed by a noun.  
 

(12)   a. yiw gɨni  ‘my house’        b. yiw xuri  ‘my child’  

 kuw gɨni  ‘your house’  kuw xuri ‘your child’  

 ɲiw gɨni  ‘his/her house’  ɲiw xuri  ‘his/her child’  

 nuw gɨni  ‘our house’  nuw xuri ‘our child’  

 ɨntuw gɨni ‘your house’  ɨntuw xuri ‘your child’  

 ŋaw gɨni  ‘their house’  ŋaw xuri  ‘their child’  
 

As a second resort, in (13 a & b) below, the possessive pronouns become pronominal 

possessive prefixes and attached to the possessed nouns. In this way, the possessive suffix –wi 

is omitted and the role of possession is marked only by the pronominal suffix only.   
 

(13)     yigɨni ‘POSS + house’  yira ‘POSS + child’  

 kigɨni ‘POSS + house’  kira ‘POSS + child’ 

 ɲigɨni ‘POSS + house’  ɲira ‘POSS + child’  

 nigɨni ‘POSS + house’  nira   ‘POSS + child’ 

 ɨntugɨni ‘POSS + house’  ɨntura ‘POSS + child’ 

 ëagɨni ‘POSS + house’  ëara ‘POSS + child’ 
 

In all instances, whereas the possessive pronominals show no gender distinction, the possessed 

nouns can appear with i ending for the masculine and a ending for the feminine. The examples 

in (13) refer to alienable possessions. The same pattern holds true for inalienable possessions as 

shown in (14) below. 
 

(14) yiw il   ‘my eye’  yila  ‘POSS + eye’  

 kuw il  ‘your (SG) eye’  kila ‘POSS + eye’ 

 ɲiw il  ‘his/her eye’  ɲila ‘POSS + eye’  

 nuw il  ‘our eye’  nila ‘POSS + eye’  

 ɨntuw il  ‘your (PL) eye’  ɨntula ‘POSS + eye’ 

 ŋaw ila  ‘their eye’  ŋala ‘POSS + eye’  
 

Reduced forms of possessive pronouns, when they appear with possessed nouns, is a common 

phenomenon in Awëi and Kemantney too. When the Kulisi possessive pronouns are compared 

to the Awŋi y- for the 1SG, k(ɨ)- for the 2SG, ŋi- for the 3SG, ɨn- for the 1PL, ɨntä- for the 2PL 

and ŋa- for the 3PL, there are quite a number of differences obviously extensions of the 

differences exhibited in the subject and object personal pronouns.   
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2.2.2 Demonstrative pronouns 
The Kulisi demonstrative pronouns make a distinction between proximal and distal deixes. The 

singular forms show gender agreement (i for masculine and a for feminine) with the nouns they 

refer. The plural form combines the masculine singular demonstrative pronoun and a plural 

marker identical to the 3PL subject personal pronoun.     
 

(15) Singular  Plural 

 ɨnni (M)  ɨnni-ŋa 

 ɨnna (F) 
 

As can be seen, ɨnn is the base in the proximal demonstratives and is similar in form 

particularily with the 1st and 2nd person personal pronouns. Look at the following examples 

where demonstratives are placed before nouns:  
 

(16)  ɨnni ʤeri ‘this child (M)’   

 ɨnna ʤera  ‘this child (F)’ 

 ɨnni-ŋa ʤeri ‘these children (PL)’   
 

In the distal demonstrative pronouns too, there are two forms: the singular and the plural distal 

demonstratives. The singular forms are similar with the subject pronouns but inflected for 

gender. The plural distal demonstrative pronoun is a combination of the singular masculine 

distal demonstrative pronoun + the 3PL personal pronoun: 
 

(17) ani (M.)  ani-ŋa 

 ana (F.) 
 

Cowley et al (1971) has recorded Kulisi demonstratives as eni ‘this (M), ena ‘this (F)’, eni 

‘these’, ani ‘that (M&F), and ani ‘those’. There are demonstrably significant differences 

between their data and the data in the present work. The Awŋi demonstrative pronouns: 

proximal: ɨnn, ɨnna (singular), ɨnni, (plural); and distal: an, ana (singular) and anni. (plural). 

Whereas Kulisi shows the i/a gender distinction in the proximal and distal singular, Awŋi omits 

the i for the masculine in both demonstratives. In Kulisi, the plural demonstratives both exhibit 

formal differences by adding ŋa as plural to the masculine singular forms. In Awŋi, the plural 

forms simply end in the masculine ending i in the proximal and by geminating the commonly 

found plural marker n in the distal (data for Awŋi taken from Hetzron, 1976).        
 

The proximal locational deictic is ɨnda ‘here’ and the distal anda ‘there’. Examples are ɨnda 

gɨnda aqi zɨkwa ‘Here in this house, there is someone.’ and anda gɨnda aqi ɨlla lit. ‘There in that 

house, there is someone.’   
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2.2.3 Reflexive pronouns  

In reflexive pronouns, the pronoun appears preceding the reflexive which contains in it the 

noun bal ‘possessor/owner/husband’ and the postposition –d which in this case stands for ‘by’ 

(see the multiple function of –d(V) in section (2.6)).  
 

(18)  ani bal-di lit. ‘I by myself’ 

 ɨntɨ bal-da ‘you (F) by yourself’ 

 ɨntɨ bal-di ‘you (M) by yourself’ 

 ɲi bal-di  ‘he by himself’ 

 ɲi bal-da  ‘she by herself’ 

 nu bal-di ‘we by ourselves’ 

 ɨntu bal-di ‘you (PL) by yourself’ 

 ŋa bal-di  ‘they by themselves’ 
 

As the data in (18) illustrates, the reflexive pronouns are gender sensitive and hence in the 2nd 

and 3rd singular, the feminine and the masculine are identified by the ending a and i, 

respectively. As shown in the data, the 1SG and all plural reflexives end in i, the default gender 

marker which means that such pronouns have a masculine reading. The use of nouns denoting 

body parts as reflexives is recurrent in Afroasiatic languages. In most cases, Ethiopian 

languages use the words for ‘head’. The occurrence of bal ‘possessor/owner/husband’ in Kulisi 

is unique because, in other Agaw languages including Awëi, it is the word for ‘head’ that 

appears with reflexive pronouns.   
 

2.3 Nouns 
Kulisi nouns are marked for number, gender and case. Neither definiteness nor indefiniteness is 

marked. The simple nouns range from a mono-syllabic to to tri-syllable canonical shape. 

Simple nouns such as ag ‘uncle’, ɲi ‘(s)he’ are monosyllabic and tsɨmɨrki ‘eyelash’, angaʃa 

‘crocodile’, bugitsi ‘Cordia africana’ are tri-syllabic. The overwhelming majority of nouns are 

however bi-syllabic. Derived nominals such as ʧamazna ‘cursing’, bambanti ‘swimmer’, kaqasi 

‘cold (n)’ consist of three syllables. Other words with longer syllables are all loanwords from 

Amharic. This includes laslasi (Amh. läslassa) ‘smooth’, makraʧiti (Amh. (dialectal) 

mäk’wɨräʧitt) ‘scissors’, musisini (Amh. mɨsässo) ‘pillar’ and the like.    
 

2.3.1 Number  

Kolisi nouns show singular and plural distinction. Singular nouns are unmarked and are 

identical with the citation form. Plural is marked heterogeneously which sometimes makes the 
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prediction of nouns in the plural difficult. The most productive plural formation is by suffixing 

–ka. Of these, the most productive plural formation is by suffixing –ka. In the following 

examples, the gender marker i is elided when the plural suffix is attached to the noun.  
 

(19) ʤeri  > ʤer-ka   ‘child/children’ 

 gɨni  > gɨn-ka  ‘house/houses’ 

 sankɨti  > sankɨt-ka ‘cloth/clothes’ 

 gebeli  > gebel-ka ‘market/markets’ 

 gɨsaŋ  > gɨsaŋ-ka 'dog/dogs‘ 
 

In few nouns, such as biri ‘ox’ > bera ‘oxen’, plural formation takes place through internal 

vocalic change (ablaut). Some nouns have identical singular and plural forms: aqi 

‘person/persons’ and muri ‘snake/snakes’. In Kulisi, plural formation by way of complete 

reduplication is recorded in two instance in xura ‘child’ > xuri-xura ‘children’ and kuna > 

kuna-kuna ‘woman/women’.  
 

2.3.2 Numerals 
Numerals, as quantifiers, are expanded modifiers in Kolisi. They are divided into cardinal and 

ordinal. The digits all end in a which means that they have a feminine interpretation. Other 

numerals end in i and hence indicate the masculine gender. The cardinal numeral ‘one’ has two 

variants. The first one is laƔw which should appear anywhere other than when it is a modifier 

which should be replaced by ɨmpɨl as in ɨmpɨl ʃi ‘one thousand’, ɨmpɨlaqi ‘one person’, etc. The 

numerals from 20 up to 90 are decimal-based compound nouns consisting of the digits and the 

tens as in sizzi-sɨkka ‘fourty’, ankw-sɨkka. ‘fifty’ and so on. The word for hundred is liɣ. The 

digits in the cardinal numerals from one to ten are the following: 
 

(20) laƔw ‘one’  walta ‘six’ 

 laŋa ‘two’  laŋatta ‘seven’ 

 ʃoƔwa ‘three’  suƔatta ‘eight’ 

 sezza ‘four’  sesta ‘nine’ 

 ankwa ‘five’  sɨkka ‘ten’ 
 

As we can see from the data, the digits all end in a which means that they have a feminine 

interpretation. Other nouns, however, end in the vowel i  which indicates the masculine gender. 

The cardinal numeral ‘one’ has two variants; laƔw and ɨmpɨl. The fomer is used only in 

counting and the latter as a modifier with nouns. ɨmpɨl biri ‘one ox’, ɨmpɨl aqi ‘one person’, etc. 

Hetzron (1967) considers the digits 7-9 as traces of an ancient quinary system and assumes the 

ending -ta as an archaic Cushitic plural marker. The numerals from 20 up to 100 are decimal-
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based where the tens always take the numeral sɨkka ‘ten’ (see appendix I for the extended 

numerals). 
 

Ordinal numerals combine cardinal numerals and the agentive nominal suffix -anti. Note that 

the final vowel of the numeral base is deleted before the suffix which begins with a vowel to 

avoid vowel sequencing not allowed in the language. 
 

(21)  ɨmpɨl-anti ‘first’  walt-anti  ‘sixth’ 

 laŋ-anti ‘second’  laŋatt-anti ‘seventh’ 

 ʃoƔw-anti ‘third’  suƔatt-anti ‘eighth’ 

 sezz-anti  ‘fourth’  sest-anti ‘ninth’ 

 ankw-anti ‘fifth’  sɨkk-anti  ‘tenth’ 

 

Sentential example could be kasa kɨntizi laŋ-anti aɣwa ‘Kasa became second in education.’ and 

sane sɨkkanti arfi yaɣ ‘June is the tenth month.’. 
 

2.3.4 Gender  
In common with all other Agaw languages, Kulisi has a two-way gender system in the singular: 

masculine and feminine. While singular nouns are consistently marked for gender, plural nouns 

do not. As shown in (22) below, feminine nouns take the a ending and masculine nouns the i 

ending.  
 

(22) bäga ‘she – sheep’  balda ‘she – possessor’  

 bägi ‘he – sheep’  baldi ‘he – possessor’  
 

 fɨlaya ‘she – goat’ antsɨni ‘father-in-law’ 

 fɨlayi ‘he – goat’   antsɨna ‘mother-in-law’ 
 

 muʃira ‘bride’  kulfa ‘she – scorpion’  

 muʃiri ‘bridegroom’ kulfi ‘he – scorpion’  
 

The masculine-feminine gender distinction is also encoded in the verb morphology (see section 

2.4.1), in adjectives (see section 2.5), demonstrative pronouns (see section 2.2.2), reflexive 

pronouns (see section 2.2.3) and subordinate verbs (see section 3.4). Most Kulisi nouns and 

adjectives inflect for the default gender i and hence are masculine. This grammatical 

phenomenon makes some naturally genderless nouns such as dabali ‘skin’, bɨni ‘river’, ɨri 

‘rain’, gumiti ‘stem’, etc. have a masculine representation while nouns such as qalqala ‘uvula’, 

arfa ‘moon’, kɨʃa ‘basket’, etc. have a feminine representation. There are few citation forms of 

nouns recorded with consonantal endings and hence not gender marked. This includes the 

words ʤawɨr ‘back, body’, ŋaʃ ‘bone’, ad ‘Sunday’, ab ‘cheek’, ʧab ‘milk’, saŋ/lax ‘tongue’, ag 
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‘uncle’, ʃän ‘sister’, zän ‘brother’, and few others. In some of these nouns such as ʤawɨr ‘back, 

body’, ŋaʃ ‘bone’ and saŋ/lax ‘tongue’, gender can be optionally marked. In others such as ag 

‘uncle’, ʃän ‘sister’ and zän ‘brother’ gender marking is redundant for their biologically 

obvious genders. Loanwords from Amharic like nɨfas (Amh. näfas or nɨfas) ‘wind’, gon (Amh. 

gonn) ‘side’, etc., the gender endings are absent. In some other loanwords such as bakela 

(Amh. bak’ela) ‘beans’, gaʃa (Amh. gaʃʃa) ‘shield’, waʃa (Amh. waʃʃa), etc. the nouns end in 

vowels and hence no change is observed. Still other loanwords like bagi/baga (Amh. bäg) 

‘sheep’, firisi/faraza (Amh. färäs), kwankwi (Amh. k’wank’wa) ‘language’, etc. take the gender 

endings. It appears that the feminine gender in Kulisi expresses diminution as in wɨdi 

‘threashing floor (big)’ vs. wɨda ‘threashing floor (small one)’, ɨtsi ‘fence (big one)’ vs. ɨtsa 

‘fence (small one)’, kani ‘tree/wood (big one)’ vs. kana ‘tree/wood (small one)’, and so on. 

Natural gender is also expressed by means of the words gɨrwa ‘male’ and yiwna ‘female’ as in 

gɨrwa xura lit. ‘male child/boy’ vs. yiwne xura lit. ‘female child/girl’.  
 

2.3.5 Case 

The majority of Cushitic languages mark nominative case while accusative is unmarked (see 

details in Christa 2009; Sasse, 1984). In Agaw languages, whereas the subject is not marked for 

nominative, the object is marked for accusative. In these languages, subject nouns exhibit the 

same form with the citation form. In Kulisi, the morphological cases are the accusative and 

genitive. Other semantic cases operate by means of postpositions (see section 2.6). Kulisi 

accusative is marked by the suffix –wa in definite nouns. Compare the examples in (23).  
 

(23)  a. ani ɲe-wa kantuƔwa ‘I saw him.’ 

 I   he-acc. I saw 
 

       b. ɲi iy-ya kantuƔwa ‘He saw me.’ 

 he I-acc. he saw 
 

       c. kasa iyya ɨnkwiƔwa ‘Kasa called me.’ 

 Kasa I-acc. he called  
 

       d. ani kasa-wa  ɨnkutuƔwa ‘I called Kasa.’ 

 I  Kasa-acc I called 
 

In examples (a) and (c), the w of the accusative marker assimilates to the y of the object 

pronominal resulting in the germination of the latter. The accusative suffix –wa of Kulisi and 

Awëi is different from the –s/-t of Kemantney and Bilin (Zelealem, 2003; Appleyard 1996), the 

–t of Xamt’aëa (Appleyard, 1996).   
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The other morphological case is the genitive. In the genitive NPs in (24), the modifier which 

appears first expresses the source of its head which appears following it. The genitival 

relationship between the two nouns is encoded by the vowel i attached to the modifiers.   
 

(24) tɨti sankɨta ‘cloth made from cotton’ sɨki sɨlaƔa ‘beer made sorghum’ 

 antsini warama ‘spear from iron’  gommi ʧampi ‘shoe made rubber’ 

 ʧiqi gɨna ‘house from mud’ ŋargi mɨʃa ‘mead from honey’   
 

The following genitive NPs express the purpose of the head noun. In this case, the genitive 

morpheme is –wu attached to the complement noun.  
 

(25) sankɨti-wu tɨti  ‘cotton for cloth’  sɨlaƔa-wu sɨki   ‘sorghum for beer 

 waramu-wu antsini ‘iron for spear’  ʧampu-wu gomma ‘rubber for shoe’ 

 gɨn-wu ʧiki  ‘mud for house’  mɨʃi-wu ŋargi  ‘honey for mead’   
  

Note the formal similarity between the possessive pronominal suffix –wi (refer to section 2.2.1) 

and the genitive suffixes –i and -wu.  
   

2.4 Verbs 
The core of a sentence in Kulisi is the verb. A typical verb consists of a Vstem + AGR + 

ASPECT marker. The subject of any sentence is cross-referenced in verbs through the 

portmanteau suffixes. Except one verb where AGR elements appear as prefixes (see the 

conjugation of -nt- ‘come’ in examples (27) and (48)), all inflections appear as suffixes. No 

object marker is encoded in transitive verbs. This is perhaps the property of all Cushitic 

languages except SC where an object is still morphologically unmarked in the verb but through 

independently appearing preverbal clitic (Kießling, 2001). There are very few Kulisi verb 

stems, which consist of a mono-consonantal stem. This includes b- ‘leave/abandon’, l- ‘gossip’, 

xw ‘eat’, fy’go out’, y- ‘say’. Other verb stems include monosyllabic ones like sab- ‘fight’, buz- 

‘fat, be’, dag- ‘fly’ and several others. Bi-syllabic verb stems include: wantar- ‘answer’, adaɣ- 

‘remain behind’, yiɣor- ‘play’. It seems that monosyllabic verb stems exceed bisyllabic ones.    
 

2.4.1 Agreement 
Agaw (Central Cushitic) in general has a wider array of morphological complexity in the verb. 

It has an extremely rich inflectional system (Hetzron, 1969, 1976). This is complexity is 

attested in the agreement suffixes in verbs. As mentioned earlier, the subject is encoded in the 

verb with agreeing portmanteau morphemes of person, number and gender. Example (26) 

shows one of the enormous varieties of possible conjugations in Kulisi. Here, the 1SG and 

3MSG are marked by Ø, the 2SG and 3FSG by i, the 1PL by (ɨ)n, the 2PL by i plus a change 
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of the past marker initial segment from Ɣ to k (a bit obscure) and finally the 3PL only by the 

change of the past marker initial segment from Ɣ to k. As shown in the data below, transitive 

verbs are inflected for the accusative marker suffix -wa.     
 

(26)  ani kasa-wa kant-Ø-ɨƔwa ‘I saw Kasa.’    

 ɨntɨ kasa-wa kant-i-Ɣwa ‘You (SG) saw Kasa.’    

 ɲi kasa-wa kant-Ø-ɨƔwa ‘He saw Kasa.’    

 ɲi kasa-wa kant-i-Ɣwa ‘She saw Kasa.’    

 nu kasa-wa kant-ɨn-Ɣwa ‘We saw Kasa.’    

 ɨntu kasa-wa kant-i-kwa ‘You (PL) saw Kasa.’    

 ŋa kasa-wa kant-ɨkwa ‘They saw Kasa.’   
 

Among Agaw languages, prefix conjugation was recorded from Awŋi and Xamt’aŋa in few 

verbs (Hetzron, 1976). In Kulisi, a relic of prefix conjugation occurs in one instance with the 

verb -nt- ‘come’ as shown below:   
 

(27) (ani) a-nt-Ɣwa   ‘I came.’  

 (ɨntɨ) ti-nt-ɨƔwa  ‘You (SG) came.’ 

 (ɲi) yi-nt-Ɣwa   ‘He came.’     

 (ɲi) ti-nt-ɨƔwa  ‘She came.’  

 (nu) yi-nt-ɨn-ɨƔwa  ‘We came.’  

 (ɨntu) ti-nt-ɨn-ɨƔwa  ‘You (PL) came.’ 

 (ëa) yi-nt-ɨkwa   ‘They came.’  
 

In (27) a conjugation of an intransitive verb is given. Here too, both 1SG and 3MS are zero 

marked for agreement. The 2SG and 3FS are alike marked by –i. The 1PL is marked by –n, the 

2PL by –i plus change of the initial segment of the past marker ɣ > k and the 3PL by a zero 

morpheme and change of ɣ > k.  
 

(28) ani xur-Ø-ɨƔwa ‘I slept.’     

 ɨntɨ xur-i-Ɣwa ‘You (SG.) slept.’    

 ɲi xur-Ø-Ɣwa ‘He slept.’     

 ɲi xur-i-Ɣwa ‘She slept.’     

 nu xur-n-ɨƔwa ‘We slept.’     

 ɨntu xur-i-kwa ‘You (PL.) slept.’    

 ëa xur-Ø-kwa ‘They slept.’     
 

In the following conjugation, the 1SG and 3MS are marked by Ø as usual. The 2SG and 3FS 

show identical verbs. These situations of the 1SG and 3MS on the one and 2SG and 3FS on the 

other makes the overt occurrence of their respective subjects obligatory. 1PL is coded by –n, 

2PL by –t like the 2SG and 3FS but exhibits a change in the consonantal segment of the 
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perfective marker from ɣ to k. The 3PL shows no agreement inflection in the real sense of the 

term but coded by the change of the consonantal segment of the perfective marker.  
 

(29) ani ɨnkɨr-Ø-Ɣwa ‘I laughed.’      

 ɨntɨ ɨnkɨr-t-ɨƔwa ‘You (SG.) laughed.’     

 ɲi ɨnkɨr-Ø-Ɣwa ‘He laughed.’      

 ɲi ɨnkɨr-t-ɨƔwa  ‘She laughed.’      

 nu ɨnkɨr-n-ɨƔwa ‘We laughed.’      

 ɨntu ɨnkɨr-t-ɨkwa ‘You (PL.) laughed.’     

 ani ɨnkɨr-kwa ‘They laughed.’      
 

One of the major differences between Kulisi and Awëi is exhibited in the verbal inflections. 

Compare the Kulisi inflections in (28) with Awëi inflections: -Ø-Ɣwa for the 1SG, -t-ɨƔwa for 

the 2SG, -Ø-Ɣwa for the 3MS, -t-ɨƔwa for the 3FS, -n-ɨƔwa for the 1PL, -t-u-na for the 2PL and 

–u-na for the 3PL. Note that the difference lies mainly on the 2nd and 3rd plurals.  
 

According to Hetzron (1976), Awŋi differentiates only the 3MS in the present copula by –i. 

Xamt’aëa differentiates the 3FS and 3PL from the other persons. In Kulisi, the present copula 

appears without AGR and aspect markers as in (30a). The past copula, on the other hand, 

appears with AGR and aspect markers as in (30b). In the singular, the glide is inserted to avoid 

vowel sequences. In the plural, the final segments of the pronouns n in the 1PL, and t in the 

2PL again to avoid impermissible vowel sequences. In the 3PL, one of the vowels is deleted. In 

the past copula, the verb stem has two forms: ɨʃ- in the 1SG, 2SG, and 2PL; and ʤ- in the rest. 

The 1SG and 2SG share similar forms which is not the case in other verb conjugations. The 

3MS and 3FS also share the same form. AGR markers are –t in the 1st and 2nd singular, -t plus 

change of Ɣ to k of the aspect marker in the 2PL, -n in the 1PL and only change of Ɣ to k  in 

the aspect marker in the 3PL.     
 

(30)  a. ani yaɣ  ‘I am.’         b. ani ɨʃ-t-ɨƔwa ‘I was.’   

 ɨntɨ yaɣ  ‘You (SG) are.’  ɨntɨ ɨʃ-t-ɨƔwa ‘You (SG) were.’ 

 ɲi yaɣ  ‘(S)he is.’  ɲi ʤ-ɨƔwa ‘(S)he was.’ 

 nu aɣ  ‘We are.’  nu ʤ-ɨn-ɨƔwa ‘We were.’ 

 ɨntu aɣ  ‘You (PL) are.’  ɨntu ɨʃ-t-ɨkwa ‘You (PL) were.’ 

 ŋa aɣ  ‘They are.’  ŋa ʤ-ɨkwa ‘They were.’ 
 

For the 1st person past copula, ani ɨʃ-t-u and for the 2nd person ɨntɨ ɨʃ-t-u were recorded. Note 

that –u is the perfective marker in subordinate verbs in both Kulisi and Awëi. Still another 

informant provided ɲi ɨʃ-ti and ɲi ɨʃ-t-ɨƔwa for the 3FS and ɲi ʤ-ɨƔwa and ɲi ʤ-ɨw for the 3MS. 
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Note also that, stems of the past copular ɨʃ- means ‘spend the day’ and ʤ- (sometimes zɨƔwa) is 

a locative existential verb (see also Hetzron, 1976:33).  
 

2.4.2 Tense/Aspect 

Matthews (1997:27) defines aspect as ‘Verbal categories that distinguish the status of events, 

etc. in relation to specific period of time, as opposed to their simple location in the present, 

past, or future.’.  Bybee, et al. (1994) have given us a similar but simplified definition of 

perfective and imperfective aspects. They write that perfective is restricted to the past (remote, 

simple and near) and imperfective is divided into present and future. Tense distinction is 

therefore relevant in the imperfect. Based on these widely accepted definitions, Kulisi falls into 

languages that have two aspects: perfect and imperfect in which the former has the past tense 

and the latter the present and future. Between the perfect and imperfect time line, we also find 

habitual and progressive actions.    
 

In (31), the examples illustrate habitual actions expressed by the temporal adverb huluʧibi 

‘every time’. The temporal suffixes –aƔa and –a which also appear in (32) below express the 

imperfective aspect in the verbs.  
 

(31)  a. ani huluʧibi  xw-aƔa   ‘I eat every time.’ 

 I  every time I eat 
 

       b.  Kasa huluʧibi ɨnkɨr-a   ‘Kasa laughs every time:’ 

 Kasa everytime he laughs 
 

In (32), actions which will take place specifically ‘tomorrow’ are encoded by the word ʧa. Like 

in (31), the imperfective action is marked by the morphemes –aƔa and –a.  
 

 (32) a. ani ʧa        xw-aƔa   ‘I will eat tomorrow.’  

 I tomorrow I will eat 
 

       b. Kasa ʧa          ɨnkɨr-a   ‘Kasa will laugh tomorrow.’ 

 Kasa tomorrow he will laugh 
 

The following sentences in (33) express actions already performed. In Kulisi, such a perfective 

action is expressed in two ways: through temporal adverbs such as ayiŋa and through the 

perfect aspect inflection -Ɣwa, which is different from the imperfect aspect inflections identified 

in (31) and (32).  
 

(33)  a. ani ayiŋa    xw-Ɣwa   ‘I ate yesterday.’  

 I yesterday   I ate 
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       b. Kasa ayiŋa      ɨnkɨr-ɨƔwa   ‘Kasa laughed yesterday.’  

 Kasa yesterday he laughed 
 

As the following examples illustrate, in Kulisi, the present progressive aspect has the pattern 

AUX + ASPECT + Vstem + ASPECT. The auxiliary is derived from z- (sometimes ʤ), a 

locative existential verb (see also Hetzron, 1976:33). Compare (34) below. 
 

(34)  a. ani ŋɨʃi sɨlaxi z-ɨkwa-zɨq-a  ‘I am drinking now.’/ lit. ‘I live drinking now.’ 

 I  now beer  drink-1SG-AUX-IPFV 
 

       b. Kasi ŋɨʃi  z-ɨkwa-ankɨr-a  ‘Kasa is laughing now.’/ lit. ‘Kasa lives drinking now.’  

 Kasa now AUX-laugh-IPFV 
 

The past progressive, on the other hand, has the pattern Vstem + ASPECT + AUX + 

ASPECT as shown in (35). Note that in both present and past progressive, aspect is doubly 

marked and in (35a), the auxiliaries are z- and ʃt- (see also the past copula in example (30) 

above). 
 

(35)  a. ani ayiŋa    xw-a-zɨʃt-ɨƔwa  ‘I was eating yesterday.’  

 I yesterday  eat-1SG-AUX-PFV 
 

       b. Kasi ayiŋa      ɨnkɨr-a-zɨƔwa ‘Kasa was laughing yesterday.’  

 Kasa yesterday laugh-AUX-PFV 

 

2.4.3 Verbal extensions   

2.4.3.1 Passive 

Kulisi active verbs change to passive by suffixing the morpheme –st as illustrated in (36) 

below: 
 

(36) kw-  eat   kwɨst-  be eaten 

 zɨq- drink   zɨqɨst-  be drank 

 kas- take   katst-  be taken 

 mi- catch   mist-  be caught 

 guz- lead   guzɨst-  be led 

 ɨnkw- call   ɨnkwist-  be called 

 king- untie   kingist-  be untied 

 aräd- slaughter  arädɨst-  be slaughtered      

 ku- kill   kust-  be killed 
 

When an active sentence like ɲi dideɣi miyɨɣwa ‘He caught a thief.’ changes to the passive 

dideɣi (ɲiz) mistɨɣwa, the object of the active verb occupies the subject position, the subject of 

the active introduces a postposition and the verb takes the passive marker. Note that passive 
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sentences in full are not frequently used. Rather bare active or passive sentences are used 

without adpositional phrases. 
 

2.4.3.2 Causative 
The causative is morphologically marked by the suffix –ts (cf. the passive –st above). The 

pattern of causative verbs is like verb stem plus agreement plus causative marker plus aspect 

marker. Compare example (37) below.  
 

(37) ag- ‘bring’  ag-Ø-ɨts-Ɣwa ‘He caused to bring.’ 

 xw- ‘eat’  xw-Ø-ɨts-Ɣwa ‘He caused to eat.’   

 fay- ‘search’  fay-Ø-ɨts-Ɣwa ‘He caused to search.’   

 kw- ‘kill’  kw-Ø-ɨts-ɨƔwa ‘He caused to kill.’   

 kɨnt- ‘learn’  kɨnt-Ø-ɨts-ɨƔwa ‘He caused to learn.’   

 ɨnkɨr- ‘laugh’  ankɨr-Ø-ts-ɨƔwa ‘He caused to laugh.’   
 

The following examples illustrate how causative verbs operate in sentences: 
 

(38)  a. kasa ɲi-ʤer-ka kɨnt-Ø-ɨts-ɨɣwa 

 Kasa his-child-PL learn-CAUS-PFV 

 ‘Kasa let his children learn.’ 
 

       b. ɲi dangɨl-da biri ag-Ø-ɨts-Ɣwa 

 he Dangila-from ox bring-3MS-CAUS-PFV 

 ‘He let an ox be brought from Dangila.’ 
 

Compare also the Awŋi causative marker -ʧ- (Hetzron, 1979) with the Kulisi -ts.   
 

2.4.3.3 Imperative 

In the imperative, the 2SG is represented in various ways: by a reduced verb stem, consonantal 

change and by adding i ending. In the 2PL, the verb stem appears in full and attaches the 

agreement marker -an.     
 

(39) kaz- ‘go’ 

 ka! ‘go (2SG)’ kaz-an  ‘go (2PL)’ 

 kw- ‘kill’ 

 kw! ‘kill (2SG)’ kw-an!  ‘kill (2PL)’ 

 miy- ‘hold’ 

 mit! ‘hold (2SG)’ mit-an!  ‘hold (2PL)’ 

 qur- ‘sleep’ 

 quri! ‘sleep (2SG)’ qur-an!  ‘sleep (2SG)’ 
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The negative imperative is marked by the morpheme –ya identical with the negative marker in 

the imperfect. This negative formative is rare in other Agaw languages but commonly used in 

Kulisi.   
 

(40) xw- ‘eat’   xw! ‘eat!’  xw-ɨy-ya ‘do not eat!’ 

 zɨq- ‘drink’  zɨq! ‘drink!’  zɨq-i-ya ‘do not drink!’ 

 giŋ- ‘run’  giŋ! ‘run!’  giŋ-i-ya  ‘do not run!’ 

 gɨbɨrt- ‘work’  gɨbɨrti! ‘work’   gɨbɨrt-i-ya ‘do not work!’ 

 kɨnt- ‘learn’  kɨnt! ‘learn’   kɨnt-i-ya ‘do not learn!’ 

 gɨʃ- ‘dig’  gɨʃ! ‘dig’  gɨʃ-i-ya ‘do not dig!’ 

 qur- ‘sleep’  quri! ‘sleep’  qur-i-ya ‘do not sleep’ 
 

My data is incomplete concerning the negative imperative in the plural. by analogy, however,  

xw-ɨy-ya-n ‘do not eat!’, zɨq-i-ya-n ‘do not drink!’, giŋ-i-ya-n ‘do not run!’ and so on could be 

most likely possible constructions. Like in many other Ethiopian languages (see Ferguson 

(1976) on Ethiopia as a language area), the imperative of the verb -nt- ‘come’ in Kulisi is an 

irregular form aw! ‘come!’ for 2SG and awan! for 2PL. Its negative forms are ant-i-ya ‘do not 

come!’ for the singular and ant-i-ya-n for the plural. Another verb recorded with an irregular 

form in the imperative is ag- ‘bring’ which has an imperative form kataw ‘bring!’ for the 

singular and katawan for the plural. Its negative imperative forms are ak-i-ya ‘do not bring’ for 

the singular and akiyan for the plural.        
 

2.4.3.4 Converb 
Converbs (also called gerundive) have the pattern: Vstem + AGR + ASPECT + SUB 

(converb marker). The converb markers are –ta (1SG, 2SG and 3FS), –ma (3MS, 2PL and 3PL) 

and –na only in the 1PL.    
 

(41) ani qur-Ø-a-ta   ‘I having slept’ 

 I    sleep-1SG-IPFV-SUB 

 ɨntɨ qur-iy-a-ta   ‘You (SG) having slept’ 

 you sleep-2SG-IPFV-SUB 

 ɲi qur-Ø-a-ma   ‘He having slept’ 

 he sleep-3MS-IPFV-SUB 

 ɲi qur-iy-a-ta   ‘She having slept’ 

 she sleep-3FS-IPFV-SUB 

 nu qur-n-a-na   ‘We having slept’ 

 we sleep-1PL-IPFV-SUB 

 ɨntu qur-ik-a-ma   ‘You (PL) having slept’ 

 you sleep-2PL-IPFV-SUB 

 ëa qur-k-a-ma   ‘They having slept’ 

 they sleep-3PL-IPFV-SUB 
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As can be understood from the data, converbs are finite verbs taking the imperfective aspect 

and they are also inflected for agreement suffixes. They are however dependent or subordinate 

verbs which obligatorily need main verbs to convey a complete massage as shown below: 
 

(42)  a. ani zɨq-Ø-a-ta              kuruƔwa   

 I  drink-1SG-IPFV-CON I slept 

 ‘I, having drank, slept.’ 

       b. ɲi zɨq-Ø-a-ma                     kureƔwa   

 he drink-3MS-IPFV-CON he slept 

 ‘He, having drank, slept.’ 
 

       c.  ani kant-Ø-a-ta                      amnɨɣwa  

 I   see-1SG-IPFV-CON I believed  

 ‘I, having seen, believed.’ 
 

       d. ɲi kaz-Ø-a-ma ɲi tintɨɣwa 

 he go-3MS-IPFV-CON she came 

 ‘He, having gone, she came.’ 
 

2.4.3.5 Jussive 
The jussive is marked by the morpheme (ɨ)s. A typical jussive verb contains a verb stem plus 

agreement marker plus a jussive morpheme. (43a) shows the sole irregular verb in the language 

with a prefix conjugation where AGR markers appear preceding the verb stem. In (43b), the 

regular verb has the verb stem and agreement markers and the jussive marker following it. 

With the prefix conjugated verb in (a) both first and third persons are represented 

morphologically in the verb.  In (b), however, whereas 1SG and 3MS are zero marked, the rest 

are represented by agreement markers: z > t for 3FS and –n for 3PL.  
 

(43)   a. -nt-  ‘come’         b. kaz- ‘go’ 

 a-nt-ɨs  ‘Let me come.  kaz-Ø-ɨs  ‘Let me go.   

 yi-nt-ɨs  ‘Let him come.’  kaz-Ø-ɨs  ‘Let him go.’  

 tɨ-nt-ɨs  ‘Let her come.’  kat-ɨs  ‘Let her go.’ 

 yi-nt-ɨn-ɨs ‘Let them come.’  kaz-ɨn-ɨs  ‘Let them go.’ 

 

2.4.3.6 Negation 
Negation is one of the verbal inflections. In Kulisi, the negative marker is suffixed to verb 

stems following AGR markers. In (44), the negative suffix is –ya in the perfect and the verb is 

finite with an aspect marker. Note that the imperfective marker a is deleted in 2SG and 3FS 

because of the occurrence of vowel sequence which is impermissible in Kulisi.    
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(44) ani qur-Ø-a-ya ‘I have not slept.’ 

 ɨntɨ qur-i-ya ‘You (SG.) have not slept.’ 

 ëi qur-Ø-a-ya ‘He have not slept.’ 

 ëi qur-i-ya ‘She have not slept.’ 

 nu qur-n-a-ya ‘We have not slept.’ 

 ɨntu qur-ik-a-ya ‘You have not slept.’ 

 ëa qur-ik-a-ya ‘They have not slept.’ 
 

As shown below, in the imperfect, the negative marker is the most common suffix –la 

occurring right after the agreement and aspect markers. The negation marker is modified as –li  

in the 2nd 3rd plural which could be part of encoding agreement in the negative verb. Note that 

the imperfective marker a gets elided when preceded by the high front vowel i.  
 

(45) ani qur-Ø-a-la ‘I will not/do not sleep.’ 

 ɨntɨ qur-i-la ‘You (SG.) will not/do not sleep.’ 

 ëi qqur-Ø-a-la ‘He will not/does not sleep.’ 

 ëi qqur-i-la ‘She will not/does not sleep.’ 

 nu qqur-in-a-la ‘We will not/do not sleep.’ 

 ɨntu qur-i-li ‘You will not/do not sleep.’ 

 ëa qqur-Ø-a-li ‘They will not/do not sleep.’ 
 

There is still another negation formative –g which appears in instrumental nouns. This 

formative most often appears as a negative marker in subordinate verbs.  
 

(46) warama-g-ata  spear-without  ‘without spear’ 

 gɨba-g-ata  stick-without  ‘without stick’ 

 adoma-g-ata  hoe-without  ‘without hoe’ 

 akafa-g-ata  spade-without  ‘without spade’ 
 

The –ata seems to be a postposition instrumental suffix. It might also be taken as a part of the  

negation marking morpheme as can be attested from the second person negative imperative –ta 

in Quara and Xamir or may be similar with the Awŋi atti- ‘lack’ or ‘not have’. Compare the 

following sentence: 
 

(47) akafa-gata-sta  doma-gata  fɨru gɨʃ-ɨë-ɨs     kal-ist-a-la 

 spade-NEG-CONJ hoe-NEG well dig-INF-P able-PASS-IPFV-NEG 

 ‘Digging well without spade and hoe is impossible.’   
 

2.4.3.7 Interrogation  

In Agaw languages, -ma is the most common interrogative marker for ‘yes’ or ‘no’ polar 

interrogative questions. This is obvious from greetings as in dikit-i-ma ‘Are you well 
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(2MSG)?’, dekat-a-ma ‘Are you well (2FSG)?’ and dekat-ma ‘Are you (2PL) well?’. So is the 

same in Kulisi. In (48), there are subject inflections all the way through. As a rare 

phenomenon, 3SG does not show gender distinction in the interrogative conjugation.   
 

(48) a-nt-ɨƔwa-ma  ‘Did I come?’ 

 1SG-come-PFV-INTER 

 ti-nt-ɨƔwa-ma  ‘Did you (2SG) come?’ 

 2SG-come-PFV-INTER 

 ti-nt-ɨƔwa-ma  ‘Did (s)he come?’ 

 3SG-come-PFV-INTER 

 yi-nt-ɨn-uƔwa-ma  ‘Did we come?’ 

 1PL-come-1PL-PFV-INTER 

 ti-nt-ɨkwa-ma  ‘Did you (PL) come?’ 

 2PL-come-2PL:PFV-INTER 

 yi-nt-kwa-ma  ‘Did they come?’ 

 3PL-come-3PL:PFV-INTER 
 

With imperfective verbs, the auxiliary -z appears following the verb stem. In the absence all 

other aspect markers, its appearance here must be as imperfective aspect marker. Note that this 

suffix can also be connected with the locative existential verb as attested in section (2.4.2).    
 

(49) zɨq-Ø-ɨz-ma  ‘May I drink?’ 
 zɨq-i-z-ma   ‘May you drink?’ 

 zɨq-Ø-z-ma   ‘May he drink?’ 

 zɨq-i-z-ma   ‘May she drink?‘ 

 zɨq-n-ɨz-ma   ‘May we drink?’ 

 zɨq-in-ɨz-ma   ‘May you drink?’  

 zɨq-n-ɨz-ma   ‘May they drink?’  
 

In other instances, question words ay ‘who’, wata ‘how’, darɨz/darda ‘why’, wani ‘when’, waza 

‘where’ and dara ‘what’ are used in interrogative constructions. Most of the question words are 

either wa-based or dar-based followed by postpositions. As shown below, question words 

appear preceding a predicate or in sentence-initial position.    
 

(50) ay kazu   ‘Who went?’ 

 ɲi darda kazu  ‘Why did he go?’ 

 ɲi wani kazu  ‘When did he go?’ 

 ɲi waza kazu  ‘Where did he go?’ 

 ayiw biri dedaƔɨstu ‘Whose ox is stolen?’ 

 ɲi därä ʤewu  ‘What did he buy?’ 
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Note that the –iw in ay-iw ‘of who/whose’ is the possessive suffix in pronominals as discussed 

in section (2.2.1). 
 

2.5 Adjectives 

In Kulisi, simple adjectives are rare. Rather, most of the adjectives are relativized verbs with 

the reading ‘which …’ as in kuëaɣ lit. ‘which is fat (also for big & tall)’, täkozaɣ lit. ‘which is 

hot’, kagaɣ lit. ‘which is dry’, kɨzaɣ lit. ‘which is old’, gaʃaɣ lit. ‘which is strong’, säraɣ lit. 

‘which is red.’, and so on. The only simple adjectives recorded are garge ‘few’, ad ‘new’, 

tsarka/ʧamana ‘black’ and kɨzza ‘good’. A number of simple adjectives are loanwords from 

Amharic as laslasi (Amh. läslassa) ‘smooth’, bära (Amh. bära) ‘bald’, bunni (Amh. 

bunni/bunnamma) and several others. In NP constructions, adjectives always precede their head 

nouns. In sentences like aqi dɨxi aƔ [person poor he is] ‘The person is poor.’ and bɨri dɨmmi aƔ 

[blood red he is] ‘Blood is red.’, adjectives are part of the predicate following the noun 

modified. 
 

Adjectives modify nouns, and like nouns, they show gender distinction and hence those ending 

in i are masculine and those ending in –a are feminine. Examples include wiliʤi/wiliʤa ‘old’, 

fuʧʧi/fuʧʧa ‘white’, tsɨlli/tsɨlla ‘small’, etc. In NPs, adjectives appear preceding their noun 

head as in dɨmmi dunisi ‘red potato’, waƔaarfa ‘full mooon’, minika aqi ‘many persons’, 

yɨzan-ka kan-ka ‘strong woods’ and so on. Loan adjectives from Amharic such as däffar 

‘courageous’ become dɨffari with the masculine ending in Kulisi. Morphologically, adjectives 

behave like nouns. Like nouns, they are also inflected for number and case as shown in (51) 

below. 
 

(51)  a. ani ɨmpɨl-i buz-i tsark-i gɨsaŋ-i     kant-Ø-ɨƔwa  ‘I saw one fat black dog.’ 

 I    one-M  fat-M black-M dog-M see-1SG-PFV 
 

       b. ani ɨmpɨl-a tsɨl-a   tsark-a gɨsaŋ-a kant-Ø-ɨƔwa  ‘I saw one thin black dog.’ 

 I   one-F  small-F black-F dog-F see-1SG-PFV 
 

       c. ani laŋa buz-ka tsarɨk-ka gɨsaŋ-ka kant-Ø-ɨƔwa  ‘I saw two fat black bitches.’ 

 I    two fat-PL black-PL dog-PL see-1SG-PFV 
 

As shown above, adjectives appear successively agreeing in number and gender with their noun 

heads. It appears that quantifiers should precede all attributive adjectives. However, there is no 

strict rule on the sequence of attributive adjectives so long as they all precede the noun. Hence, 

sentences (a), (b) and (c) can appear as ani ɨmpɨl-i tsark-i buz-i gɨsaŋ-i kant-Ø-ɨƔwa, ani ɨmpɨl-a 

tsark-a tsɨla gɨsaŋ-a kant-Ø-ɨƔwa and ani laŋa buz-ka tsarɨk-ka gɨsaŋ-ka kant-Ø-ɨƔwa are equally 

acceptable.   
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2.6 Adpositions  
As an SOV language, Kulisi has more postpositions than prepositions (see the discussion on the 

reflections of word order in Heine (1976)). As shown in (52), any PP has a N + P pattern 

where the head follows its complement. 
 

(52) a. gɨn-aƔa-da  house-in-by   lit. ‘by in the house’ 

 b. aɣw-aƔa-da   water-in-by  ‘by in the water’ 

 c. kag-aƔ-ɨs  bed-under-by  ‘by under (beneath) the bed’ 

 d. kani-ampa-da  tree-top-by  ‘by on top of the tree’ 

 e. bɨʃtan-ɨngɨra-s  church behind  ‘behind the church’ 

 f. yi-fɨn-da  me front/face-by  ‘before me’ 

 g. yi-ɨngɨra-da  me-behind-by   ‘by behind me (by after me)’ 

 h. niw-kɨmp-ɨs  his-side-by   ‘by his side’ 

 i. yi-sɨra-da  me-near-by   ‘by under me’ 

 j. bɨn-sɨra-da  river-near-by  ‘by near the river  

 k. pawi-ʃo  Pawi-to   ‘to Pawi’ 

 l. pawi-da  pawi from  ‘from Pawi’ 

 m. yi-di   me with   ‘with me’ 

 n. yitala-di  my father-with  ‘with my father’ 

 o. mäkina-ss  car by   ‘by car’ 

 p. firisi-ss  horse-by   ‘by horse’ 

 q. mascot-ɨss  window through  ‘through the window’ 

 r. bɨʃtan-fɨnfɨna  church in front of  ‘in front of the church’ 
 

The PPs a-j contain a noun and a compound postposition derived from nouns and  

postpositions. Hence, aƔa-da is a combination of –aƔa (locative) and –da (locative). aƔ-ɨs 

(underlyingly aƔa) combines -aƔa (locative) and -s (locative). ampa-da combines ampa ‘top’ 

and –da (locative). ɨngɨra-s combines ɨngɨra ‘back/behind’ and –s (locative). fɨn-da combines fɨn 

‘face’ and -da (locative). ɨngɨra-da combines ɨngɨra ‘back/behind’ and -da (locative). kɨmp-ɨs 

combines kɨmp ‘side’ and the locative -ɨs. sɨra-da combines sɨra ‘near’ and the locative -da. In 

the PPs k-q, all the nouns are followed by their corresponding postpositions that mark locative, 

ablative, allative and accompaniment. In (e), (f), (g), (j) and (r); the nouns ɨngɨra ‘back’, sɨr 

‘root’, fɨn ‘face' become postpositions through grammaticalization.    
 

The Kulisi adpositions assign semantic cases to the nouns they accompany. As shown in (51)  

below, the instrumental case is marked by the postposition –(ɨ)ss. 
 

(51)  waram-(ɨ)ss spear-with ‘with spear’ 

 gɨbi-ss  stick-with ‘with stick’ 

 adomi-ss hoe-with  ‘with hoe’ 

 akafa-ss  spade-with ‘with spade’ 
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Sentential examples are given in (52). 
 

(52)  a. kasa muriwa waram-ɨss     sɨbɨɣwa 

 Kasa the snake  spear-INSTR he stabbed 

 ‘Kasa stabbed the snake with a spear.’ 
 

       b. ani fɨrwa     adoma-s gɨʃɨɣwa 

 I   the well hoe-INSTR I dug 

 ‘I dug the well by hoe.’  
 

The dative or indirect object is marked by the postposition –s/-z as illustrated below. Note that 

the linear order is like SUB + IDO + DO: 
 

(53)   a. ani kasa-s mas’af ʤepuƔwa ‘I bought a book for Kasa.’ 

 I   Kasa-DAT book I bought  
 

        b. ani ɲi-zi mas’af ʤepuƔwa  ‘I bought a book for him.’ 

 I   he-DAT book I bought  
 

        c. ani kasa-s sankɨti ʤepuƔwa ‘I bought cloth for Kasa.’ 

 I Kasa-for cloth I bought 
 

In sentences like ani kasa-s mesekerƔwa [I Kasa-for I witnessed] ‘I witnessed for Kasa.’, the 

postposition brings about a benefactive interpretation ‘for the benefit of Kasa’. On the other 

hand, in a sentence like ani kasa-da mesekerƔwa [I Kasa-on I witnessed] ‘I witnessed on Kasa.’, 

the sentence has a malefactive interpretation, namely ‘for the detriment of Kasa’.   
 

The ablative case (movement from something) is assigned by the postposition –da: 
 

(54) ani Dagɨl-da      antuƔwa  ‘I came from Dangila.’  

 I  Dangila-ABL I came 
 

The directional case/allative (movement to something) is assigned by means of the postposition 

–ʃo: 
 

(55)  ani Dagɨl-ʃo     kaztuƔwa  ‘I went to Dangila.’  

 I  Dangila-ALL I went 
 

The postposition –di marks the semantics of accompaniment as shown in the following data: 
 

(56)   a. ani kasa-di kasuƔwa  ‘I went with Kasa.’ 

 I Kasa-with I ate 
 

        b. ani yi-ʧu-di xuƔwa  ‘I ate with my mother.’  

 I my mother-with I ate   
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        c. ani aster-di gɨbɨrtuƔwa  ‘I worked with Aster.’ 

 I   aster-with I worked  
 
 

 

2.7 Nominal derivation 

In Kulisi, nominals are derived from verbs and adjectives. All nominals are derived by means 

of suffixing nominalizer morphemes. Under the rubric of nominal derivation, agent, result, 

infinitival and abstract nominals are described.  
 

2.7.1 Agent nominals 
In the following data is shown the derivation of agent nominals from their verbal counterparts. 

The agent nominal marker is consistently the suffix –ant (see also the section on cardinal 

numerals which take the same agent nominal marker). 
 

(57) ax- ‘know’ ax-anti ‘ knowledgeable’ 

 xw- ‘eat’  xw-anti ‘eater’ 

 bamb- ‘swim’ bamb-anti ‘swimmer’ 

 zɨq- ‘drink’ zɨq-anti ‘drinker’ 

 kɨnt- ‘learn’ kɨnt-anti  ‘student’ 

 kaʧ- ‘hunt’ kaʧ-anti ‘hunter’ 

 kɨns- ‘teach’ kɨns-anti ‘teacher’ 
 

The ending vowel i is not part of the nominalizer morpheme as it plays the role of masculine 

gender marking. All the agent nouns can appear with the a ending and become feminine or a 

feminine agent noun. Hence, in sentences such as kasa kɨns-anti yaɣ [Kasa teach-AGENT he is] 

‘Kasa is a (he) teacher.’ vs. kasa kɨns-anta yaɣ [Aster teach-AGENT she is] ‘Aster is a (she) 

teacher.’, ɲi kɨnt-anti yaɣ [he learn-AGENT he is] ‘He is a learner/student.’ vs. ɲi kɨnt-anta yaɣ 

[she learner-AGENT she is] ‘She is a learner/student.’, the gender distinction is made through 

these endings.     
 

2.7.2 Abstract nominals 

Abstract nominals are derived from adjectives by suffixing –t as shown in (58). 
 

(58) dɨffari ‘courageous’ dɨffar-ti ‘courageousness’ 

 dɨƔi ‘poor’  dɨƔ-ti ‘poorness’  

 habtam ‘rich’  habtam-ti ‘richness’    

 dendaŋi ‘short’  dendaŋ-ti ‘shortness’ 

 ʤibi ‘coward’  ʤib-ti ‘cowardness’ 
    

The following sentences illustrate the appearance of abstract nominals in sentences.   
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(59)   a. ɨnsaɣar-t-i         zur-a-ma                   yi-nt-a-la  

 child-ABS-M return-IPFV-CON 3MS-come-IPFV-NEG 

 ‘Childhood does not come back.’   
 

        b. dɨƔ-t-i     gud g-aya  

 poor-ABS good NEG-COP 

 ‘Poorness is not good.’ 
 

2.7.3 Infinitival nominal 
It is the most productive nominal in the language as every verb can possibly have an infinitival 

nominal counterpart. The infinitival nominal in Kulisi is derived from the verb by means of 

suffixing -ŋ as shown below: 
 

(60) xw- ‘eat’  xw-ɨŋ ‘to eat/eating’ 

 gɨbɨrt- ‘work’ gɨbɨrt-ɨŋ ‘to work/working’     

 miy- ‘hold’ miy-ɨŋ ‘to hold/holding’ 

 ɨnkuy- ‘call’ ɨnkuy-ɨŋ  ‘to call/calling’   

 zɨq- ‘drink’ zɨq-ɨŋ ‘to drink/drinking’   

 gië- ‘run’ gië-ɨŋ ‘to run/running’ 
 

Hetzron (1979) has identified –ant as the infinitival marker in Awŋi. As descrbed in (2.7.1), –

ant is the agentive suffix in Kulisi. This phenomenon can be taken as one of the differences 

between Kulisi and Awŋi. The following sentences illustrate the position of infinitival nominals 

in sentences: 
 

(61)   a. gɨbɨrt-ɨë kebarsaɣ 

 work-INF makes one be respected 

 ‘Working/To work makes one respected.’ 
 

        b. dedaɣ-ɨë awaredsaɣ 

 steal-INF makes one be outraged  

 ‘Stealing/To steal makes one outraged.’ 
 

In Kulisi, manner nominals are expressed through infinitival nominals. Like in (60) above, they 

take the suffix -ŋ and appear with the masculine ending -i.  
 

(62) miy- ‘hold’  miy-ɨŋi ‘ manner of holding’ 

 ɨnkuy- ‘call’  ɨnkuy-ɨŋi ‘manner of calling’   

 zɨq- ‘drink’  zɨq-ɨŋi ‘manner of drinking’   

 sey- ‘wear’  sey-ŋi ‘manner of wearing’  

 gɨbɨrt- ‘work’  gɨbɨrt-ɨŋi  ‘manner of working’ 

 ɨnʧikw- ‘sit’  ɨnʧikw-ɨŋi ‘manner of sitting’ 
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2.7.4 Result nominals  
In Kulisi, result nominals are derived from verbs in two ways: (a) by a zero morpheme (similar 

with the citation form) as in daƔar- ‘defecate (v) > daƔar-i ‘defecate (n)’, zɨq- ‘drink’ > zɨq-i 

‘drink (n)’, kɨnt- ‘learn (v)’ > kɨnt-i ‘leaning/education’, and (b) by taking the infinitival 

nominal marker -ë as in bamb- ‘swim (v) > bamb-ɨŋi ‘swimming (n)’, kakast- > ‘yawn (v)’ 

> kakast-ɨë ‘yawning (n)’. Not that the i ending still marks the masculine gender which can 

potentially change to a if the agent noun in question is feminine. The two methods can apply 

alternatively. Examples are given in (63) below: 
 

(63)  a. ani gië-i  ɨnkana  ‘I love running.’ 

 I   run-M  I love    
 

       b. ani gië-ɨë   ɨnkana  ‘I love to run/running.’ 

 I   run-INF I love    
 

       c. ɲi kɨnt-i         ɨnkana ‘He loves learning/education.’ 

 he learning_M he loves 
 

      d. ɲi kɨnt-ɨë ɨnkana  ‘He loves to learn./He loves education.’ 

 he learning-INF he loves 
 

2.7.5 Instrumental nominal 

The following examples illustrate instrumental nominals in Kulisi. They are derived from verbs 

by means of attaching the nominalizer suffix –tsi.  
 

(64) gië- ‘run’ gië-tsi ‘an instrument used for running’ 

 ɨnʧikw- ‘sit’ ɨnʧikw-ɨtsi ‘an instrument used for sitting’ 

 zɨq- ‘sleep’ zɨq- ‘an instrument used for sleeping’ 

 atsad- ‘harvest’ atsad-tsi ‘an instrument used for harvesting’ 

   kew- ‘cut’ kew-tsi ‘an instrument used for cutting’ 
 

2.8 Conjunction 
The morpheme –(ɨ)sta is the conjunction which conjoins two nouns. It appears attached to the 

preceding noun. 
 

(65)   a. ani-sta ɨntɨ  ‘I and you’  

 you-and me  
 

        b. kasa-sta aster  ‘Kasa and Aster’ 

 Kasa-and Aster 
 

        c. fɨlay-ɨsta bagi  ‘Goat and sheep’ 

 goat-and sheep 
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In the same token, the disjunction ‘or’ is encoded by the morpheme woyki between two nouns. 
 

(66)   a. ani woyki ɨntɨ  ‘I or you’  

 you or me  

        b. kasa woyki aster  ‘Kasa or Aster’ 

 Kasa or Aster 
 

        c. fɨlay woyki bagi  ‘Goat or sheep’ 

 goat or sheep 
 

The disjunction woy-ki  combines woy, a discourse element borrowed from Amharic and –ki, a 

focus formative as in the Amharic woy-imm.  
 

In the following Kulisi sentences, the suffix -kɨla attached to a noun appears as a focus marker. 

As discussed in section (2.4.3.6), -la is a negation marker.   
 

(67)  a. kulal yiwaʧi aɣagi ɨʃʃ-kɨla         wededɨɣwa  

 egg only    is not  meat-too-NEG becomes expensive 

 ‘It is not only egg, meat too becomes expensive.’   
 

       b. ɨntɨ-kɨla aw  

 you-too come! 

 ‘You too come!’ 
 

2.9 Compounding  
Compounding is not a productive word formation process in Kulisi. Most of the N + N 

constructions are genitive NPs with or without the genitive suffix i. Compare the following 

endocentric compounds whose meanings are predictable from the meanings of its constituents.    
 

(68) kɨnti-gɨna education (learning)-house ‘school’ 

 sɨfati-gɨna writing-house   ‘office’ 

 kuzëi-gɨna discussion-house   ‘assembly' 

 sɨlaxi-gɨna beer-house   ‘beer house’ 

 kani-qaga wood-bed   ‘wooden bed’ 

 atsɨni-sɨgara metal-door   ‘metal door’ 

 bɨri-sɨra  blood-root   ‘blood vein’ 
 

Semantically, the first for can be labelled as purpose genitives in which the purposes of the 

head noun gɨna ‘house’ are encoded by the preceding noun modifiers. The last two are source 

genitives in which the source of the head nouns, namely qaga ‘bed’ and sɨgara ‘door’ are 

expressed by the preceding noun modifiers. Note also that all the above so called compounds 

end in a and hence have a feminine reading. They can however end in i with the masculine 

gender marker.    
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3 Syntax 

3.1 Word Order 
Kulisi has an SOV as the dominant word order. This can give the first typological impression 

that the language is head-final. Compare the following simple sentences: 
 

(69)  a. ani anki xwɨƔwa  ‘I ate Injera.’ 

 I   Injera I ate 
 

       b. ɲi beru kasuƔwa  ‘He took the gun.’ 

 he gun he took 
 

Mous (nd) notes that in Cushitic languages, syntax is primarily governed by pragmatic 

principles. In Kulisi, when the focus shifts to the object, it takes the prominent subject position 

and hence (69a & b) could appear as anki an xwɨƔwa  and beru ɲi kasuƔwa. Similarly, if a 

speaker wants to focus on the verb, the above sentences turn out to be like xwɨƔwa an anki and 

kasuƔwa ɲi beru. As mentioned in section (2.4), except the 1SG and 3MS, which most often are 

represented alike in the predicate, other subjects are optional constituents in the language. The 

syntactic relation of the object is not encoded in the verb and nouns in the object position are 

obligatory constituents.   
 

3.2 Verb phrase 
The smallest constituent in a VP is the verb itself. As a head final-language, verbs appear 

following their complements in all Kulisi phrasal categories. In the following sentences where 

the verb is intransitive, the VP = V: 
 

(70)  a. ani qur-Ø-ɨƔwa  ‘I slept.’ 

 I    I slept 
 

       b. ɲi ɨnkɨr-Ø-ɨƔwa  ‘He laughed.’ 

 he he dug 
 

In (71), the VP constitutes of a bi-transitive verb, which assumes a direct object and an indirect 

object. The most frequently occurring pattern is: DO + IDO. However, IDO + DO is also a 

possible pattern. Note that the IDO constitutes of a pronoun and a postposition.  
 

(71)  a. Kasa yɨs mas’afu aguƔwa  ‘Kasa gave the book for me.’ 

 Kasa for me the book he gave 
 

        b. ŋa yɨs sankɨti ʤewɨkwa  'They bought cloth for me.' 

 they for me cloth they bought 
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The following VPs contain a postpositional phrase as complements of the verb with a PP + V 

structure. A VP can accommodate more than one PP as in (72d). 
 

(72)   a. kasa ɨwɨy-ta kwaya. 

 Kasa hyena-like he walks  

 ‘Kasa walks like a hyena.’ 
 

        b. kasa yi-table-ta ligizimi yaɣ. 

 Kasa his-father-like tall he is  

 ‘Kasa is tall like his father.’ 
 

       c. ani ɲida ɨnkɨr-ɨƔwa   

 I  on him I laughed    

 ‘I laughed on him.’ 
 

       d. ani ɲidi     kɨntigɨna  ant-ɨƔwa  

 I  with her to school I came    

 ‘I came to school with her.’    
 

In (73) below, the VP contains an adverb and a postpositonal phrase with an ADV + PP + V 

structural pattern.  
 

(73)    kasa ayiëa pawi-da yintɨɣwa 

  Kasa yesterday Pawi-from he came 

 ‘Kasa came from Pawi yesterday.’ 
 

The order of the adverb and the postpostional phrase can interchange and hence the above 

sentence can appear as kasa pawi-da ayiëa yintɨɣwa.  
  

3.3 Noun phrase 
Kulisi is a head final language. Hence, NPs in this language have a MOD + N structure. The 

modifiers can be quantifiers, relative clause and adjectives. In the following NP constructions, 

quantifiers appear preceding their qualified heads.  
 

(74) laŋa aqi  two men  ‘two men’ 

 laŋa gɨni  two houses ‘two houses’ 

 minʧika aqi many persons ‘many persons’ 

 minʧika gɨnka many houses ‘many houses’ 
 

When an NP has more than one modifier, the pattern looks like QUANTIFIER + 

ATTRIBUTIVE ADJECTIVE + NOUN. As also mentioned in section (2.5), modifying 

adjectives agree in gender and number with their head noun.  
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(75) laŋa kuntali tabi   ‘two sacks of teff’ 

 two sack teff    

 ɨmpɨl liggizmi aqi  ‘one tall person’  

 one tall person     

 laŋa liggisɨmka kanka  ‘two long trees’   

 two long trees    

 ʃoɣwa tsarka dendanka buzka aqi ‘three black short fat persons’ 

 three black short fat persons  
 

As Kulisi is an SOV language, in an NP construction, the head N appears following its 

complement (se Heine (1976) on the typological implications of word order). In the following 

NPs where the head noun is modified by a relative clause, the relative modifier precedes its 

head.  
 

(76)  a. ani ayiŋa    kantu          aqi  kɨruƔwa 

 I yesterday whom I saw man he died 

 ‘The man whom I saw yesterday died.’ 
 

       b. fatana fwɨwi         ʤeri ɨnda yintuƔwa  

 exam who passed child here he came 

 ‘The child who passed the exam came here.’ 
 

(76a) illustrates object relativization where ani ‘I’ is the subject and aqi ‘man’ the subject of the 

main verb, object of the relative verb and head of the complex NP. (76b) illustrates subject 

relativization where ʤeri ‘child’ is the subject of both the main and the relative verbs and head 

of the complex NP. In both sentences, the relative verb agrees with its subject.  
 

3.4 Complex sentences   
In Kulisi, subordinate verbs appear preceding their main verb counterparts. As shown below, a 

Kulisi complex sentence which consists of main and subordinate clauses has a SUBMV + 

SUBSV + (OBJ) + VS + VM structure: 
  

(77)  a. kasa ani gɨëu gibit-Ø-uw-ɨsta           aɣa 

  Kasa I   house build-1SG-PFV-SUB he knows 

 ‘Kasa knows that I built a house.’ 
 

        b. ani kasa qupi ɨʃʃi  xw-Ø-aw-ɨsta                axasko 

 I   Kasa raw meat eat-3SG-IPFV-SUB I know  

 ‘I know that Kasa eats raw meat.’ 
 

        c. ɲi qur-Ø-a-ni kɨmpɨpta    

 he sleep-3MS-IPFV-SUB he snores 

 ‘He snores when he sleeps.’ 
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For pragmatic purposes, it is possible to move the whole subordinate clause preceding the main 

main clause resulting in SUBSV + (OBJ) + VS + SUBMV + VM structural pattern. Hence, 

(77a), (77b) and (77c) appear an gɨëu gibit-Ø-uw-ɨsta kasa aɣa ‘That I built a house, Kasa 

knows.’, and kasa qupi ɨʃʃi xw-Ø-aw-ɨsta an aqasko ‘That Kasa eats raw meat, I know.’  
 

Kulisi clauses become dependent subordinate clauses by means of subordinators. In addition to 

the real subordinators, some others are derived mainly from postpositions and conjunctions. As 

can be understood from the data below, subordinate verbs have the general internal structure: 

Vstem + AGR + ASPECT + SUB. They are hence finite verbs inflected for agreement and 

aspect inflections. Compare the following that- complement clause expressed by means of the 

suffix –sta, originally a conjunction as discussed in (2.8).  
 

(78) ani kant-ø-uw-ɨsta I   see-1SG-PFV-SUB  ‘that I saw’ 

 ɨnt  kant-i-wu-ɨsta you see-2SG-PFV-SUB  ‘that you saw’ 

 ëi kant-ø-uw-ɨsta  he see-3MS-PFV-SUB  ‘that he saw’ 

 ëi  kant-i-wu-ïsta she  see-3FS-PFV-SUB   ‘that she saw’ 

 ɨnnoʤi kant-ɨn-uw-ɨsta we see-1PL-PFV-SUB   ‘that we saw’ 

 ɨntoʤi kant-in-uw-ɨsta you see-2PL-PFV-SUB   ‘that you saw’ 

 ëaʤi kant-ɨn-uw-ɨsta they see-3PL-PFV-SUB   ‘that they saw’    
 

Note that the imperfect marker is –u. The glide w appears as an epenthesis to avoid 

impermissible vowel sequencing. Example (79) illustrates temporal adverbial subordination 

encoded by means of the subordinator suffix is –ni.  
 

(79) ani xw-Ø-a-ni I eat-1SG-IPFV-SUB ‘when I eat’ 

 ɨntɨ xw-ɨy-e-ni you eat-2SG-IPFV-SUB  ‘when you eat’ 

 ɲi xw-Ø-a-ni he eat-3MS-IPFV-SUB  ‘when he eats’ 

 ɲi xw-ɨy-e-ni she eat-3FS-IPFV-SUB  ‘when she eats’ 

 nu xw-ɨn-a-ni we eat-1PL-IPFV-SUB  ‘when we eat’ 

 ɨntu xw-ɨy-i-ni you eat-2PL-IPFV-SUB ‘when you eat’ 

 ŋa xw-Ø-a-ni they eat-3PL-IPFV-SUB  ‘when they eat’ 
    

Due to the influence of the glide (epenthesis in this case), the imperfective marker a change to 

e in the 2SG and 3FS and to i in the 2PL. The 1SG, 3MS and 3PL have the same verb form 

which happens rarely in the languages. This situation makes phonetically realized subjects 

obligatory in order to make a distinction among the three persons. The following example 

illustrates the temporal adverbial subordinate clause in a sentence.    
 

(80) ɲi yi-nt-a-ni                  ɲi  ka-t-ɨƔwa   

 he 3MS-come-IPFV-SUB she go-3MS-PFV 

 ‘When he came, she went.’ 
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The temporal subordinator –ni followed by the postposition –das encode conditionality as show 

in (81) below.  
 

(81) an a-nt-u-ni-das  I 1SG-come-PFV-SUB-POST  ‘if I came’ 

 ɨntɨ ti-nt-u-ni-das  you 2SG-come-PFV-SUB-POST  ‘if you (SG) came’ 

 ɲi yi-nt-u-ni-das  he 3MS-come-PFV-SUB-POST  ‘if he came’ 

 ɲi ti-nt-u-ni-das  she 3FS-come-PFV-SUB-POST  ‘if she came’ 

 nu a-nt-ɨn-u-ni-das we 1PL-come-PFV-SUB-POST  ‘if we came’ 

 ɨntu ti-nt-u-ni-das  you 2PL-come-PFV-SUB-POST   ‘if you (PL) came’ 

 ëa yi-nt-u-ni-das   they 3PL-come-PFV-SUB-POST  ‘if they came’ 
    

Compare also the following senetnces in which the subordinate verbs appear in the perfective 

aspect and the main verbs in the imperfective.   
 

(82)  a.  ɲi zɨq-u-ni-das                 sekar-Ø-a  

 he drink-PFV-SUB-POST be drank-3MS-IPFV  

 ‘If he drinks, he becomes drank.‘ 
 

       b. ɲi xw-ɨw-ni-das              qur-Ø-ɨs  

 he eat-PFV-SUB-POST sleep-3MS-JUSS   

 ‘If he eats, let him sleep.’ 
 

       c.  ɲi kaz-u-ni-das zur-Ø-a-la  

 he go-PFV-SUB-POST return-3MS-IPFV-NEG 

 ‘If he goes, he will not come back.’ 
 

In the following sentential examples, reason adverbial subordination is shown by means of the 

suffix -ëzi which combines the infinitival marker -ë (see section 2.7.3) and a postposition -zi.    
 

(83)  a. ɲi yi-nt-u-ŋ-zi                            an kazala    

 he 3MS-come-PFV-SUB-POST I will not go 

 ‘I will not go because he came.’     
 

        b. ani a-nt-Ø-u-ŋ-zi                              ɲi kazala   

 I  1SG-come-1SG-PFV-SUB-POST he will not go 

 ‘He will not go because I came.’  
 

In (83), a complex sentence, which contains a converb subordinate clause, is encoded by means 

of the suffix –ta.  
 

(84) ani bunu zɨq-Ø-u-ta                saxan qur-Ø-a-la   

 I  coffee drink-1PL-PFV-SUB well  sleep-1SG-IPFV-NEG 

 ‘I, having drank coffee, do not sleep well.’ 
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In Kulisi, there are no clearly identified sentence connectors. Such a function is served by the 

subordinators and postpositions which in most cases belong to converb constructions.  
 

(85)   a. ani kaz-ak-u-s ɲi        yintuɣwa. 

 I  go-1SG-PFV-SUB he came 

 ‘I having gone, he came.’ 
 

        b. ani sir-ak-u-s ɲi               xwɨɣwa. 

 I   work-1SG-PFV-SUB he ate 

 ‘I having worked, he ate.’  
 

        c. ani ɲawa gië-a-ta mituɣwa. 

 I him run-IPFV-SUB I caught him 

 ‘I, having run, caught him.’ 
 

In complex sentences like the following, more subordinate verbs can appear successively. In 

such sentences (refer the narration in Appendix I below), converbs occur more frequently than 

all other subordinate verbs.   
 

(86) kasa gɨbri-da        yi-nt-Ø-a-ma                     qutsi xw-Ø-a-ma             sɨlaɣi zɨq-Ø-a-ma        

 Kasa work-POST 3MS-come-3MS-IPFV-CON food eat-IPFV-CON beer drink-3MS-IPFV-CON  

 yɨ-kw    qust-Ø-a-ma                    gɨdmi say-Ø-a-ma  fɨnu     zur-Ø-a-ma           

 his-foot wash-3MS-IPFV-CON toga-3MS-IPFV-CON his face turn-3MS-IPFV-CON 

 qur-Ø-ɨɣwa. 

 sleep-3MS-PFV 
 

‘Kasa, having come back from work, he having eaten food, he having drank beer, he having 

washed his foot, he having wore toga, he having turned his face, slept.’   
 

5  Final remarks  
The Kulisi are indisputably among the least-known peoples of Ethiopia. Their language, their 

culture and their history have not been known or least-known so far. Among others, their 

geographical isolation for a long period of time has contributed much not to be known by 

others. The long period of isolation has equally contributed for the Kulisi to maintain their 

identity until today. They are the folk who are proud of their Agaw lineage and identity. They 

denounce the misnomer Kunfel and instead look for appropriate names for themselves and their 

language. Their preference to ‘Kulisi Agaw’ as a waiting name for the people and their 

language very recently is a good indicator for their loyalty to their Agaw identity. Their 

tenacity to be considered full-fledged Agaw is very strong. The Kulisi have their own musical 

instruments. They have their own tools used for agriculture, hunting and honey-collection. 

They have unique hairdo and dress for girls and bride. They have special bracelets for women. 
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They practice their own wedding and mourning ceremonies. They have started celebrating a big 

‘Kulisi day’ through traditional dances once every year. Elderly Kulisi persons tell virgin folk 

etymologies until today. All these activities are integral part of the Kulisi identity. However, 

these identity manifestations have equally contributed for the Kulisi Agaw to be viewed 

indifferent by other ethnic groups who do not practice such activities. As a result, full 

acceptance of the Kulisi people as proper Agaw remains a challenge. The given identity to the 

Kulisi by the neighboring ethnolinguistic groups is stereotypically indifferent. As mentioned in 

section (1), they are considered hybrid people related with the Nilo-Saharan Gumuz. The 

language of the Kulisi is considered a ‘funny’ Agaw, not refined like Awëi. Both the Kulisi 

and Awi admit the similarities and differences in their languages. Though a systematic study 

has not been conducted so far, it is apparent that the Awi are reluctant to accept their common 

ancestry with the Kulisi. As mentioned in section (1), Taddesse (1988) wrote about the 

belittling and distancing of the Kulisi by the Awi and Amhara neighbors. In this connection, 

whether or not the Kulisi constitutes an ethnic group would be a worthwhile research in the 

future. 
  

Linguistically, the Kulisi variety described in this paper is closely related to Awëi. It might not 

be far from reality if the Kulisi spoken around Jawi is taken as a variety of Awëi with 

considerable differences including morphology, which is supposed to be more conservative 

than other aspects of the grammar. Meanwhile, in order to prove the status of the two 

languages, a systematic comparative work and mutual intelligibility test are essential. The 

differences between Kulisi and Awëi especially in plural personal pronouns are remarkable. 

There are also a number of differences in the agreement inflections, verbal extension and aspect 

markers as well as subordinators. Kulisi has also striking similarities with Quara, another Agaw 

variety, whose status has not been well defined (see Appleyard (1998) and Reinisch (1885)). 

The Kulisi people still inhabit the Quara area. Both Kulisi and Quara are also closely related to 

Kemantney, a western branch of Agaw. Geographically, speakers of Kulisi, Quara and 

Kemantney inhabit adjacent areas. Whether or not the striking similarity is a matter of genetic 

affinity among independent languages or a matter of varieties of the same language need to be 

taken as research topic in the years to come. It is also worth mentioning that the vocabulary 

obtained from elderly speakers of Kulisi tend to be more similar to Kemantney than Awëi. On 

the other hand, the data from adults and youngsters tend to be more similar to Awëi than 

Kemantney. The reason for such a dichotomy needs to be investigated. Identifying the original 

Kulisi (may be Kumpali), which remains mystical, should arose research interest.  
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With the expansion of towns, schools, mechanized farms and resettlements in the area, the 

endangerment of the Kulisi language and culture seems to be imminent. A complete 

assimilation into the mainstream society would be possible in a foreseeable future. Any 

concerted activity to halt the strong pressures of Awëi and Amharic has not been strong 

enough so far. It seems that the Kulisi are not worrying too much about maintaining their own 

identity most probably because they take it as a gateway to a successful acceptance by the 

highland Agaw. Note that the Agaw people are among the most ancient and dominant 

inhabitants of the northern and central Ethiopian plateau who played a central role in the 

Ethiopian politics in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries (see Taddesse, 1988). The researcher 

believes that this plain description of the sketch of the grammar of the language and the 

sociolinguistic and cultural information about its speakers could give some insight for future 

researchers interested for detailed studies. The grammatical sketch, wordlist, text and visual 

recordings would contribute in the effort to document language. Yet, more multimedia 

documentation remains extremely vital.  

 

List of abbreviations and acronyms 
1SG  first person singular   IMP  imperative 

2SG  second person singular  INF  infinitive 

3SG  third person singular    INSTR  instrumental 

1PL  first person plural   INTER  interrogative 

2PL  second person plural   IPFV  imperfective 

3PL  third person plural    JUSS  jussive 

3MS  third person masculine singular LOC  locative 

3FS  third person feminine singular MOD  modifier 

ABL  ablative    MV  main verb 

ABS  abstract     NEG  negation 

ACC  accusative    NOM  nominalizer 

ADJ  adjective    N  noun 

ADV  adverb(ial)    NP  noun phrase 

AGENT agenative     OBJ  object 

AGR  agreement    PASS  passive 

ATR  advanced tongue root   PFV  perfective 

AUX  auxiliary    PL  plural 

CAUS  causative    POSS  possessive 
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CON  converb    POST  postposition  

CONJ  conjunction    P  postposition  

DAT  dative     PP  postpositional phrase 

DEM  demonstrative    S  subject 

DO  direct object    SUB  subordinator  

F  feminine    SV  subordinate verb 

GEN  genitive    VP  verb phrase 

IDO  indirect object     
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Appendix I 

Wordlist  
   

one
 

laƔw
  

eleven sɨkɨra laƔw  

two laŋa twelve sɨkɨra laŋa  

three ʃoƔwa  thirteen sɨkɨra ʃoƔwa  

four sezza  fourteen sɨkɨra sezza  

five ankwa  fifteen sɨkɨra ankwa  

six walta  sixteen sɨkɨra walta  

seven laŋatta  seventeen sɨkɨra laŋatta  

eight suƔatta  eighteen sɨkɨra suƔatta  

nine sesta  nineteen sɨkɨra sesta  

ten sɨkka  twenty laŋarŋi  

 
twenty one ŋa   laŋarŋ laƔw  thirty one a sɨkka laƔw 

twenty two ŋ     laŋarŋ laŋa  thirty two
 

        soƔwa sɨkka laŋa
  

twenty three ŋar  laŋarŋ ʃoƔwa  thirty three
 

a soƔwa sɨkka ʃoƔwa
  

twenty four ŋa   laŋarŋ sezza  thirty four
 

a soƔwa sɨkka sezza
  

twenty five ŋa   laŋarŋ ankwa  thirty five
 

a soƔwa sɨkka ankwa
  

twenty six   laŋarŋ walta  thirty six
 

a soƔwa sɨkka walta
  

twenty seven   laŋarŋ laŋatta  thirty seven
 

a soƔwa sɨkka laŋatta
  

twenty eight   laŋarŋ suƔatta  thirty eight
 

a soƔwa sɨkka suƔatta
  

twenty nine   laŋarŋ sesta  thirty nine
 

         soƔwa sɨkka sesta
  

thirty s       soƔwa sɨkka forty s        sizzi sɨkka  

 
forty one

 
         sizzi sɨkka laƔw

  
fifty one

 
          ankwa sɨkka laƔw

  

forty two 
 

       sizzi sɨkka laŋa
  

fifty two
 

          ankwa sɨkka laŋa
  

forty three
 

   sizzi sɨkka ʃoƔwa
  

fifty three
 

a  ankwa sɨkka ʃoƔwa
  

forty four
 

   sizzi sɨkka sezza
  

fifty four
 

a  ankwa sɨkka sezza
  

forty five    sizzi sɨkka ankwa  fifty five a  ankwa sɨkka ankwa  

forty six
 

 sizzi sɨkka walta
  

fifty six
 

  ankwa sɨkka walta
  

forty seven
 

 sizzi sɨkka laŋatta
  

fifty seven
 

  ankwa sɨkka laŋatta
  

forty eight
 

i sizzi sɨkka suƔatta
  

fifty eight
 

  ankwa sɨkka suƔatta
  

forty nine  sizzi sɨkka sesta  fifty nine   ankwa sɨkka sesta  

fifty
 

 ankw a sɨkka
  

sixty
 

           walti sɨkka
  

 
sixty one

 
         walti sɨkka laƔw

  
seventy one        laŋatti sɨkka laƔw 

sixty two
 

         walti sɨkka laŋa
  

seventy two            laŋatti sɨkka laŋa 

sixty three
 

         walti sɨkka ʃoƔwa
  

seventy three           laŋatti sɨkka ʃoƔwa 

sixty four
 

         walti sɨkka sezza
  

seventy four            laŋatti sɨkka sezza 
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sixty five          walti sɨkka ankwa  seventy five            laŋatti sɨkka ankwa 

sixty six
 

       walti sɨkka walta
  

seventy six            laŋatti sɨkka walta 

sixty seven
 
         walti sɨkka laŋatta

  
seventy seven

 
           laŋatti sɨkka laŋatta

   

sixty eight
 

         walti sɨkka suƔatta
  

seventy eight
 

           laŋatti sɨkka suƔatta
   

sixty nine        walti sɨkka sesta  seventy  nine            laŋatti sɨkka sesta  

seventy
 

         laŋatti sɨkka
  

eighty            suƔatti sɨkka 

 
eighty one

 
 suƔatti sɨkka laƔw

  
ninety one   sisti sɨkka laƔw 

eighty two
 

 suƔatti sɨkka laŋa
  

ninety two   sisti sɨkka laŋa  

eighty three
 

Ɣat suƔatti sɨkka ʃoƔwa
  

ninety three
 

  sisti sɨkka ʃoƔwa
  

eighty four
 

 suƔatti sɨkka sezza
  

ninety four
 

  sisti sɨkka sezza
  

eighty five suƔatti sɨkka ankwa  ninety five   sisti sɨkka ankwa  

eighty six
 

suƔatti sɨkka walta
  

ninety six
 

  sisti sɨkka walta
  

eighty seven
 

suƔatti sɨkka laŋatta
  

ninety seven
 

  sisti sɨkka laŋatta
  

eighty eight
 

suƔatti sɨkka suƔatta
  

ninety eight
 

  sisti sɨkka suƔatta
  

eighty nine suƔatti sɨkka sesta  ninety nine   sisti sɨkka sesta  

ninety sisti sɨkka hundred   lixi  

 
two hundred  laŋi lixa seven hundred laŋatti lixa 

three hundred ʃoƔwi lixa  eight hundred suƔatti lixa  

four hundred sezzi lixa nine hundred sesti lixa  

five hundred ankwi lixa  one thousand ɨmpɨl ʃi  

six hundred walti lixa  
  

 abandon, leave  biya/bäy- angry  nadäd- 

able, be  kal- animal  ɨnsasi (Amh. ɨnsɨsa) 

above (upper part)  daga animal (wild)  awre (Amh. awre) 

acacia  satsi anoint (smear)  sɨnk- 

accuse, claim  käsäs- answer  wantar- 

add  ʧämär- ant (black)  gundan/gandi 

advise  ʤɨkwar antelope  dɨkuli 

afraid, be  guɣwant-  appear, seem  masal- 

after, behind  bankeye/ʤawɨr (back N) approach, draw near  tet- 

air  nɨfasi (Amh. näfas) arrive  ɨntɨë pɨ- 

all  färiye ashes  wɨza 

alone, only  nɨbaɣa ask (question)  wanɣar- 

always  hullägze (Amh. hulgize) ask for (beg)  ʧiw-/ kast- 

amber  kulini aunt  akɨsta (Amh. akɨst) 

and  -sta axe  kalakaba 
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baboon ʤigra bitter märara (Amh. märara) 

baby, infant                 gargiya xura (small 

child) 

black tsarka/ʧamana 

back  ɨngɨri blade  besa  

back (body)  ʤawɨr bless dakar- 

back (lower)  yiwi blind il kalala (who has no eye) 

back (upper)  ------ blood  bɨri  

backside (anus)  kuyla blood vein  bɨri sɨra  

bad  dɨka blow  nefes- 

bag (leather)  ʤɨgda blue  saƔɨy segera 

bake (bread)  gɨʃp- body ɨnkɨra 

bald  bära boil vi gäfär- 

banana  muzi (Amh. muz) bone ŋaʃ 

bark (tree)  qapi borrow guʃ- 

barley  abl (sorghum) bottle  tarmusi 

basket   kɨʃa bottom  tuŋi  

be  aɣpɨɣw boy ʤer/gɨrwa xura ‘male child’ 

  brain angol (Amh. angol) 

beans  bakela (Amh. 

bak’ela) 

bread bɨɣway 

beard  ʧibka (also hair) break  dunts-/dunt- 

beat  yint-  breast  angwɨ 

beautiful  seƔa/kɨseye breathe tɨnfaʃ (Amh. tɨnfaʃ) 

become  gɨg- bride muʃira (Amh. muʃirra) 

bed  qagi/arda  bridegroom muʃiri (Amh. muʃirra) 

bedbug  tɨnkwana bring  laɣ- 

bee  saɣra brother zän 

beer  dwara brother-in-law manʤa 

beget (have 

children) 

kämän- brother-in-law  amaʧ (Amh. amaʧ) 

begin  ʤämär- brown  bunni (Amh. bunni/bunnamma) 

believe  amɨn- (Amh. 

ammän-) 

buffalo goʃ (Amh. goʃʃ) 

belly  guzgi/gwagu build sarp- 

below (underneath)  fankay bull gargiya biri (small ox) 

belt (leather)  kabya  bullet  tɨyit 

bend  tamama (Amh. 

t’ämama) 

burn vi bɨbɨr- 

benediction (make)  däkar-  burn vt bɨbɨrs- 

better, be  kiz-  burry daw- 

big (also tall) kuŋaɣ/dunguri butter sɨna 
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bird  ʤela  buy ʤew- 

bitevt  ɨŋ-   
 

cabbage baɣa cloth saɣwa  

cactus kwälkwäl (Amh. k’wɨlk’wal) cloud  dämäna (Amh. dammäna) 

calf nawara coffee bun (Amh. bun(na) 

call kalaɣ- cold kaɣɨsi 

carpet/rug waʃaɣi cold kaqasi 

carry mɨwt- cold (be) kaqas- 

cartilage  dɨng comb n ʃikwatsi 

cat anguʃa comb v ʃikwats- 

cattle kama (ox and cow) come ant- 

cattle  kɨmi come! laɣw 

cave waʃi (Amh. waʃʃa) cook vt ʤas- 

chair wombär Cordia africana  bugitsi 

  corn ʃumbi 

chair  wombäri corpse risi (Amh. resa) 

change  lewot- cotton tɨti (Amh. t’ɨt’) 

change vt läwät- cough tɨntɨnta 

charcoal käsäl (Amh. käsäl) count ʧeb-/sib- 

chase  fɨnʤ- country agär 

cheeck ab courageous  dɨffari (Amh. däffar) 

cheek  kutsi cover v lɨm- 

cheese  kampi cow kɨma/kwa 

cheese (curd) kampi coward ʤibi (Amh. ʤib ‘hyena’) 

chew kwɨy- crocodile angaʃa 

chick ʧaʧuni   

chicken diwa cross vi kabawa d- (go cutting) 

chickpeas  ʃimbɨri (Amh. ʃimbɨra) Croton 

macrostachyus 

asisi 

child  ʤer/xura crow, raven qura (Amh. k’ura) 

chin kɨrʧi  cry wuwn-  

choose  meret-/märät- cry/weep fw- 

church  bɨʃtan curdle (go sour) komʧaʧ- 

circumcise/cut kew- curse  ʧamaz-/ɨƔaƔar- 

clay kɨʃta curse n ʧamazna/ɨƔaƔari 

clever  gɨrwa (male person)  curse n ʧamazna 

cliff gaɣa curse vt ʧamaz- 

climb fw- cut  kab-/kew- 

close/shut lɨë   
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dance (sing) baz- dirt tsami/koʃaʃa (Amh. k’oʃaʃa ) 

dance n baza dirty, be tsam- koʃäʃ- 

dark, become kɨm disease (sickness) kɨnʤa 

day geka divide ben- 

day, spend the  geg- divorce v  tɨb- 

deaf anɣw wasäla lit. (whose ear does 

not hear)’ 

do/make ʃäb- 

death kɨra dog  gɨsaŋ 

defecate  daƔar- donkey  dɨƔwara 

defecate n daƔara door yida/tsgari 

descend (go 

down) 

gampɨƔw dove (pidgeon) kude 

desert 

(wilderness) 

baraxa (Amh. bäräha) drank (be)  sekar- (Amaric säkkär-) 

destroy adaƔi draw water ʧim-/käd- (Amh. k’äd-) 

destroy, be adaƔ- drink  ʤaq-/zɨq- 

dew teza (Amh. t’eza) drought/dry kagaɣ 

die kɨr-/gɨr- dung kama ʧinka (cattle mud) 

difficult, be ʧägärs- (Amh. täʧägär-) dung (dry) kubät 

dig ɨngɨz-/ gɨʧ- dust  tɨtri/agwara (Amh. agwara) 

 

ear anɣɨ empty ganki/ɨmpɨla ‘does not exist’ 

earth  bɨti enemy talat (Amh. t’älat) 

earth, ground bɨra enough, be bankɨye 

eat  xw- enter tɨwi 

egg  kulal evening, be down kɨm- 

elbow kɨrni extinguish vt dɨts-/kw- ‘kill’ 

elder n gaʃaɣ extinguish, be vi dɨz- 

elephant ʤana eye  il/ɨll  

elephant  ɨnni eyelash tsɨmɨrki 

embers liya (fire)   
  

face  gas/ɨlaf  first-born bɨɣɨr xura 

fall, be  lab-/waw- fish  asi/ʃiʃiba 

famine dɨgɨr flame liya (also amber & fire) 

far, distant siya flax tiba 

farmer gäbäre flea  kunɨʧʧa (Amh. k’unɨʧʧa) 

farmland kinka flee  tsaƔinsi 

fart v pinʧ- floor  walwali  

fat  buzi flour, meal laxa 

fat (be)  buz- flow v kɨby 
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fat adj kuëaɣ flower  sagi/tsägi 

fat n saw  flute  ʃäräng 

father  able/yibba fly  tsitnsi 

father-in-law  antsɨni fly n sinsa 

fear n guɣant fly v dag- 

fear v guɣant- follow takatal- (Amh.)  

feather ʧibka food  keleb/xuyinʧaɣ (that is 

eatable) 

female yiwna (also wife) fool, stupid moyië (Amh. moɲɲ) 

fence ɨtsi foot  lɨkw/yɨkw  

fertile kɨzaɣ (which becomes 

good)/lemlem (Amh. lämläm) 

  

fever täkozaɣ forbid kalakal- (Amh. käläkkäl-) 

few garge forearm kusara 

Ficus vasta  dugini forehead fɨni/gas (also face) 

field walaɣa/wɨtaɣi forest  kewani/kɨbna 

fight v     sab- forget mis- 

fill waɣ- forgive waɣ- 

find/get ɨntɨë- Friday arb (Amh. arb) 

finger  ʧimi/nan (also hand) friend gwadäɲa (Amh. gwadäɲɲa) 

finger millet dawaʃa   

finish vt mälaɣ-                                                                                                                                                           frog abɨguda 

fire liya front (in front of) gas-la-gas (face to face) 

first ɨmpɨlanti fruit  kupi 
  

gate abʤeli grain  ari/maliya  

gather säbäsäb- (Amh. säbässäb-) grand child  ʤär-ʤära/xura-xura 

gather, pick  läkam- (Amh. läk’k’äm-) grand father  table-tabli (of father) gana-tabli (of 

mother)  

girl ʃingwa xura (also small child)/ 

ʧiraɣa (also beautiful) 

grand mother  gana-gana (of mother) 

ʧwaʧu (of mother) 

table-gana (of father) 

give  y-/laɣ- grass  kɨrari/ʃanka 

glass  meskabiti (Amh. mästawɨt) grave mäkäbɨr (Amh. mäk’äbɨr) 

go  daw-/kaz- gray hair akaka 

go down tɨw- green ʧeʧi kumpata (testicle of ape) 

go out fy- green qatsi segera (leaf-like)  

go round zur- (Amh. zor-) green pepper  keto (Amh. k’et’o – dialectal) 

goat fɨlay/bɨgla grind  ɨfʧ- 

God  ʤar/dɨban grinder  taɣan 

good  kɨzza/sɨnkuti  grow kuëa tɨɣw (became big/tall) 
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gossip  l- guest afɨn 

gossip (n) baraɣa/abna (news) guinea fowl zɨrgani/ʤigra (Amh. ʤigra) 

gourd kɨbi/biɣw  gum (of 

mouth) 

dɨd/ɨrku iʃʃa (teeth of meat) 

 

 

hair  tsitsibi  herdsman mandanti 

hail ɨɣaɣa here il/ɨnda 

hair (of head) ʧibka hide tv tɨbt- 

half kɨnda hide, skin, leather korbät (Amh. k’orbät) 

hand  tabi/nan  hill dagat (Amh. dagät) 

hang tr keker- hips mɨnguy 

happy, be däs y-  hit tamb- 

hare (rabbit) ʃantala hoe gwraɣ/adomi 

harm malaɣ- honey ŋargi/saɣra 

hard tankara (Amh. t’änkarra) hoof ʃäkona 

harvest  atsed- (Amh. (aʧʧäd-) horn gisa 

hate biy- hold  miy- 

have ɨmp- horn  ʤenʤi  

he ɲi/ni horse  firisi/faraza 

head  ŋari/aƔär  hot, warm, be täkoz- 

health tina (Amh. t’ena) house  gɨŋ/nɨë  

hear was- how wata/yiɣwa 

heart  ʃiwi/läbäka how much  wiɣa 

hearth mɨdɨʤa (Amh. mɨdɨʤa) hump, ox bul 

heavy  zɨnkwi hungry, be dɨgɨrt 

heel danka hunt kaʧ- 

help agäz- (Amh. agäz-) hunter kaʧanti 

hen diwa husband gɨrwa (also male) 

herd manʧa hyena  ɨƔuy/ëuya 
  

I an (ani) insult (v) laƔw/-ʤaɣs- 

ice  ɨƔaƔa intestine  zɨri 

imprison ɨntseƔ- intestine zɨr 

inflate  naf-  iron ʧaɣa 

inherit waras- (Amh. warras-) itch (v) yɨkwɨt-   

inside nabi   
 

jar gana (Amh. gan) jump kung- 
jaw mängaga (Amh. mängaga)   

 

kidney  kulalita knee  gɨrbi  

kill kw- knife sule 
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kiss mɨʃɨɣ- know ax- 
  

lack, not have ɨmpɨla life näbʃ 

lake, sea bahɨr (Amh. bahɨr) light   

land bɨti light (adj) bɨguz/kalili (Amh. k’ällal) 

language kwankwi (Amh. 

k’wank’wa) 

light (n) bɨrhani (Amh. bɨrɨhan) 

late, be adaɣ- lightning mäbrak (Amh. mäbräk’) 

laugh ɨnkɨr-/yiɣor- (play) limp, lame ʃinkana (Amh. sänkalla) 

lazy  sɨnafi (Amh. sänäf) lion wɨʤi/gumana 

lead, guide guz- lip kämpar (Amh. kämfär) 

leaf xatsi/kinʧa listen  ɨnkw- 

learn  kɨnt- little, small gargiya 

leave, abadon (vt) b- live, exist, be alive ɨmpɨɣw 

leech aläkt (Amh. aläk’t) liver  gubät (Amh. gubbät)  

left side sangaɣa loan (v) mɨɣut- 

lemon  lumini locust ambata (Amh. ambät’a) 

lend yidɨɣʃ- long/tall, be kuë-/liggis- 

leopard yiba look after mand-/käbäkäb- (Amh. 

tänkäbäkkäb-) 

lick lans- lose adaɣw- 

lie (n) assu louse bɨta 

lie (v) assut- (Amh. assät) love (n) ɨnkan- 

lie down ganʤ- (also sleep) lung samba (Amh. samba) 
  

mad (n) ɨbdi (Amh. ɨbd) 

lɨbäkadɨsi lit. ‘who lost heart’ 

mile stone maɣan 

mad, be abäd- (Amh. abbäd-) milk (n) ʧab 

maize maliya milk (v) ʧab- 

malaria mɨndɨraʃa millet  dagutsi 

male gɨrwa (also husband) mistaken, be sat- 

man, peron yi/aqi mix alaɣat- ?? 

many  minʧi Monday maʧi 

many, be minʧ- money  ganzabi (Amh. gänzäb) 

market gabya (Amh. gäbya) monkey (vervet) ʤigra 

marriage, 

wedding 

kaza month arfi/wor (Amh. wor)  

marry  mɨts-/faɣ- moon  arfa/ʧaraka 

master, lord daɲa (Amh. daɲɲa ‘judge’) morning grabʃa 

mead (of honey) mɨʃa morning, spend aräfäd- (Amh. aräffäd-) 

measure (v) sib- mother (yi)gana 
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meat ɨʃʃi/siya mother-in-law  antsɨna 

yiwna-gana ‘mother of my 

wife’ 

medicine  ɨʤʤu/tɨla mountain  kan/tarara (Amh. tärara)  

meet (vi) ags-/ɨntɨë- mouse, rat ɨntsiwa 

mercy, have daqar- mouth  xumbi/ab  

metal  atsni/beri  mud ʧinka/ʧika/ʧikɨy (Amh. 

ʧ’ika) 

middle nabi mule  bɨqla/bakla (Amh. bäk’lo)  
  

nail  langɨla  neighbor goräbet (Amh. goräbet) 

navel  xwɨriŋkɨy/gwɨmbɨra (Amh. 

gwɨmbɨr  (dialectal)  

new ad 

neck  angati/gurgum night xir 

naked  gɨmeya night, spend the k- 

name sɨm (Amh. sɨm) no ɨmpɨla (ɨmpɨl ‘one’ & ɨlla 

‘null’) 

narrow, be t’äbab (Amh. t’äbbab) nose kɨmba 

near, be tey- now nan 

needle märfiya (Amh. mäd/r/fe) nug (Guizotia abyssinica)  nugwa (Amh. nug) 
  

orange  bɨrtukani outsie abi/ʤir (backyard) 

onion ʃinkurti (Amh. ʃinkurt) oat  aʤʤa 

open (vt) bɨguz- ox  biri 

order (v) azäz- (Amh. azzäz-) old (be)  weylaʤ- 

other liwi   
  

pass (v) kuʃ- porridge  buƔwri 

pass, the day gɨg- possession, things nɨbräti (Amh. nɨbrät) 

pay  kay- pot kɨʃta 

peas  atiri potato  dunisi 

peel  qɨʃi/kɨnʧa pound  sɨg- 

penis  gaŋkɨle  pour  kɨbs- 

people nas powder  tini 

pepper  berber (Amh. bärbäre) pray ʧiw- (also beg) 

pick up  guʃ- pregnant woman ɨʃara/ʤaxwa 

pierce, stab sab- prepare  amar- 

pig, wild gɨrma present  ɨmpɨɣw 

pillar  musisini (Amh. mɨsässo) price waga (Amh. waga) 

place  bɨra (also land, earth) priest  kizi 

plant  tekel- (Amh. täkkäl-) pull guz- 
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plaster  lalg- pumpkin  dubi 

play yiɣor- (also laugh) punish kits- (Amh. k’ät’t’-) 

plough (v) aras- (Amh. arras-) push tɨnkɨb- 

poor dɨqa (Amh. dɨqa) put ɨnkur 
  

quick, be feten- (Amh. fät’t’än-) quarrel (v) waɣɨs- 

quite, be ʧigam y- 
  

rain  sɨwa ribs godɨn ëatsa ‘side bone’ 

rat  yintsi rich, be habtam aɣ- 

read  anabab- (Amh. anäbbäb-) right side lawa 

receive  käbält- (Amh. täk’äbbäl-) ripe, be gim- 

red  dɨmmi/säraɣ river  bɨni/kura  

refuse (v) ɨnga y- road mara 

remain behind adaɣ- rock kɨrëa 

remember lɨbäka ʃabi ‘does heart’ roof, thatched kuta 

resemble  mesel- root  sɨlali/sɨr (Amh. sɨr) 

rest, take fiɣw- rope kabiya 

return (vi) wantar- run (v) gaë- 

return (vt) wantarʃ-   

 

sacrifice, animal säw- (Amh. säw) sleep qur-/gänʤ- 

sad, be azän- (Amh. azän-) small tsɨla/ʃigwey 

saddle korɨʧa (Amh. korɨʧʧa) small, young ʧigwaɣ 

safe, well dakata smell (n) kinʧa 

saliva bɨzka smell (v) kinʧ- 

salt ʧiwi smoke (n) taɣza 

sand aʃiwi smooth laslasi (Amh. läslasa) 

Saturday sɨnbät snake muri/märɨwa 

sauce, stew läʃaɣwi snatch, grab gabaz- 

say y- sneeze atɨʃt- 

scissor makraʧiti (Amh. 

mak’uräʧit) (dialectal) 

soft sasari 

scorpion kulfa/ʧɨɣwa soil bɨra (also earth, land) 

see kant- sorghum sɨmki 

seed zer soul danka/nafs (Amh. näfs) 

seedling bukulti sow zer- (Amh. zär) 

self baldi speak dɨbz-/bäraɣs- 

sell wag- spear worämi 

send bars- spider ʃerärit 
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separate  käfäl- (Amh. käffäl-) spill, flow kɨb- 

servant aʃkiri spit tɨf y- 

sew saɣ- spread out saɣ- 

shade lamda spring mɨnʧ (Amh. mɨnʧ‘) 

share (with someone) nenë-/säm- split ben- 

sharpen sib- stab seb- 

shave lins- stand up tɨmbɨr- 

she ni/ɲi star biwi 

sheep bagi (Amh. bäg) stay, wait ɨʤʤ 

shield gaʃa (Amh. gaʃʃa) steal kaʃent- 

shoe ʧami step ɨnkaz 

shoot tɨkoz- stick gɨmbɨ 

short dendaŋi stone kɨrëa 

shoulder maxi stone, basalt alät (Amh. alät) 

shout kalaɣ- stem gumiti 

sick, be kans- straw galaba (Amh. gäläba) 

sickle maʧid (Amh. maʧid) strong kɨzaɣ 

side gon (Amh. gonn) suck ʤax- (also drink) 

side, bank gɨri sun awi/qwara 

sieve wizari strong yizani 

sing baz- summer sanu 

sister ʃän sun awi 

sister-in-law warsa (Amh. warsa) Sunday ad 

sit ɨnʧikw- swallow sɨëw- 

skin labala swear an oath ʃabna 

sky ʤari (also God) swear (n) sɨzɣa 

slaughter kab- (also cut) sweep, wipe täräg- 

slave bara (Amh. barya) swim bamb- 

 
tail tsɨmar thirsty, be saëkunt-/saɣun ʧik-  

take away fäʃ- this ɨnni/yaxu (masculine) 

ɨnna/nikeya (feminine) 

talk bäraɣs- thorn siba 

tall kuëaɣ/liggismi (also big/long) thread kɨr 

tapeworm ʧinʧi thresh kid- 

taste (v) kämäz- (Amh. k’ämäs-) threshing floor  wɨdi 

tasty, be tamt- (Amh. t’afät’-) throat gwɨrgwɨmi (also for neck) 

teach kɨns-/kenʧ- throw mang- 

tears (n) ɨrɨëwa thunder mɨlawi 

teeth ɨrkwi  Thursday amɨz 

teff tabi  tie ɨnʧawi 
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tell dɨw- tiger (may be 

cheetah) 

sanaƔ 

termite ʃaʃaba time giza (Amh. gize) 

thanks  dɨɣɨrna tired, be gar- 

that ani/ana/aniëa (3MS, 3FS, 3PL) 

(also yi) 

today nɨʃi/nɨka (also for ‘now')  

there anda (also yaɣu) tomorrow ʧa/ame 

these ɨnniëa (3PL) tongue saŋ/laɣ 

they  ëa/nan top daga 

thief kaʃana touch ʧik- 

thigh ŋakali  tree kana 

thin ɨntsi/ʃigwey truth wɨnät (Amh. ɨwnät) 

thin (be) ɨntsut- (also small) try mokär- (Amh. mokkär-) 

thing baraɣa Tuesday sabiti/wufʧi 

think asab- (Amh. assäb-)  twin manta (Amaric mänta) 

thirsty saëkun/saɣun 

 
ugly fɨʧisti  urinate   ʧaɣar- 

uncle ag urine ʧaɣa 

untie ɨngɨʃ- used to lämäd- (Amh. lämmäd-) 

 

valley ʃäläko (Amh. ʃäläk’o) vomit aq ʧiw- 
vein bɨri gana (root of blood) vulture gwaɣi/amora (Amh. amora) 
village mura   

 
wake  gwim-  white  fuʧʧi/ʧaraɣ  

walk  ʤig-/ɨnzeë- who  ay 

wall  gɨdgɨda/gɨrgɨdi why  darɨz/wi 

want, seek  mir- wide  ɨzzani/kɨzaɣ  

wash (vi)  ankaʃ- wife  yiwna (also ‘woman’)  

wash (vt)  ankar- win  ʧämäz 

water  aƔw/aqu wind  nɨfasi (Amh. nɨfas) 

we  anan wing  kɨrti 

Wednesday  yɨmi winter ʧiƔi 

weed  gwɨrgwɨra woman  kuna 

week  saɣoti/sɨɣati (cf. suɣatta ‘8’) wood   kana (also ‘tree’) 

weep  se- word  kal (Amh. k’al) 

well  fɨr work (n)  gar 

well, recover  dakata work (v)   gar ʧik- lit. ‘hold work’ 

wet (adj)  aʃaɣta worker ant  ɨŋi 

what  wata/wiz/dara  world  aläm (Amh. aläm) 
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wheat   sɨnde (Amh. sɨnde) worm  qɨtsi 

when  wani/axuna wound (n)  naɣan 

where  wazda/axuzi write  tsaf- (Amh. s’af-) 

whisper  tɨƔwɨtɨƔw- 

 
year  amär yogurt  ɨrgu 

yawn  kakast- yes  yiëa 

yellow  sɨr daxra (lit. baby waste) yesterday  anʤië 

yesterday  ayiɲa  youth  kobäli (also in Amh. vaities) 

 

 

Appendix II 

Oral narrative text  

The following are worth considering notes about the text: 

(1) Sentences are long, sometimes as long as paragraphs (Longacre (2005) calls them endless 

sentences).  

(2) These long sentences are chained and enlarged most often by converbs (gerundives). 

Converbs are known, at least in Ethiopian languages, in allowing speakers to add a whole 

bunch of verbs in succession.    

(3) Though the oral narrative refers to an episode that took place in ancient times (no one can 

tell exactly when), the verbs appear in the imperfective form.  

(4) There are quite a lot of tautologies (words, phrases and clauses) in this narrative discourse.   

(5) There are a number of cultural words and concepts difficult to find equivalents in English. 

This incompatibility might make some of the translations less sensible.        
 

fifi ɨstawi                  simtida  kewɨstama azägaʤɨŋu      walta  kway 

fifi  which is known as from bamboo  being cut    which is prepared six being 

saŋtiz  mäsari  yax. 

blowing instrument  it is.   

'That which is called Fifi is a collection of six musical instruments made from bamboo.'    
 

ɨn fifi mäʤämäri ʤämärstazi takkini daɲi ʤixwa.    

this  fifi  first       when it began  ancient  judge  it was.  

'This fifi was first used by an ancient judge.' 
 

daɲi zɨkwazi  gɨbru gebersa   kulalu gebersa        genzeb  

judge  when exists  tax  having caused to be paid egg  having caused to be paid money   

gebersa              kantama   kulalu  gebersa                      kulalu  

having caused to be paid having observed  egg      having caused to be paid  egg  
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gebersa    kantama              surri  geberranna.     

having caused to be paid having observed short trouser  pay! he says.  

'When there is a judge, he let us pay land tax, he let us bring eggs, he let us pay money and he also make us 

submit pairs of short trousers'.    
 

surri wiliʤi  surri  geberkagi   liwza  taskama                          geberkwa.  

trouser  old  trouser  they being ashamed of submitting  another  having caused to be made they pay.  

'When they feel ashamed to submit old short trousers, they look for another new one and submit it.' 
 

andazi ʤera ʃingwa  gebertekagistagi  axalanana                         

then child  small girl  if you do not pay  ‘it cannot be’ they say.  

aaaaay ɨndas  qati  ʤer gɨbra kaynala    

no no… hereafter   other than this child  tax  we do not pay      

'No no …! enough is enough! hereafter, other than what we used to pay, we will not pay a child as tax.' 

 

ɨndas    qati                 dar  ŋɨntaw    nɨŋɨzi   xɨzb           

hereafter   other than this  what  will come  having said  the people  

säbäsäbɨstama  ɨmpɨda    kuzŋa. 

having held meeting being as one  they discuss.    

'The people met, discussed and unanimously complained that nothing worst could come on them other than this.’  
 

kuzŋama  wata sewnanikiʃa  nani  aaa..y gerku  ketsära   kazaskuɣwa. 

having discussed what  would be better   saying    no no... day  fixing  he went 

'The people, contesting the child-as-tax order, went back home having fixed the date of the next meeting.'  
 

yintɨnki  yigwalaxi.   

coming    will not be reversible. 

'The army coming will not be reversible.' 
 

andaza  yintani   watko zadis  tekamɨstɨnɨs  nawza       kuzɨŋkama  

if that is so  when he comes  by what  method  we apply   which is meant  they, having discussed  

dɨgɨsu degessana.    

feast    they made to be prepared. 

'After realizing the irreversible marching of the army, they arranged a way out tactic through preparing a feast for 

the approaching army.'       
 

dɨggɨsu degeskama          sekersawza                  dibu xwɨstawza  zɨqɨstawza             dibu    

feast   having prepared  which makes one drank thing  which is eatable which is drinkable thing   

sewkama      dɨggɨsu  degesunudäs qɨti        an   warami yintama        tamba.  

having prepared  the feast  they prepared  after  that army  having come  he reaches. 

'After finishing the preparation of the feast with eatable and drinkable stuff adding something that can easily make 

one drank, the army reached at  their village.’     
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ʃingwa  gɨbra gebersɨŋɨz    yinta  tambaw    sahatda       ɨmpɨl  gɨnda   

small girl  tax      to let them pay  having come  when reached  by the time one            from house  

laŋa laŋa  aqi      guzi           guznana              xwa  zɨqa   tanagi    

two two   persons  assignment we having assigned eating  drinking  having done   

kwazɨqama   ɲida  ʧatanagi              tsiyawnɨzi  anda  laŋa laŋa  aqi                             

having eaten and drunk    there  to let them spend the night   let us do  then      two two   persons 

guzi  guzkama  yinudas  qɨti    ɨmpɨla setadar  aqada       two 

assignment  they having assigned  they give   after one   widow  woman    laŋa  

aqi  guzi      tamba.  

persons  assignment  she receives. 

'The folk planned to assign the army into each household and let them eat and drink. When the army reached at 

their village to take their girls as tax, they were invited to the feast to eat and drink. Two army members were 

assigned to each household to spend the night eating and drinking. Among the villagers to which two army 

members were assigned was a widow.'  
 

ɲera   kɨrama   goʤuda  zɨkit  aqada     anda  kutsɨka  

her husband  having died  in a hut  who lives to the woman  then  causing them to eat      

zɨqsɨka              ɨmpɨlsew   kama       sɨbri   yiwʤi     kamaki fifi  dɨmsi    

causing them to drink  all together   having done  place  giving them  after     Fifi  sound   

ɨnkwaɣutsani            kazkama  sabasabɨstana.  

when they let it be heard having gone  they get together. 

'The widow who lost her husband and now living in a small hut got two army guests. The Kulisi designed in such 

a way that the army be fed well, drank well and be allowed to go into a deep sleep in each household. Once they 

make sure that the army got drank and fell asleep, they decided to blow the Fifi as an alarm so that all villagers 

gather swiftly to an identified spot.' 
 

ɨza  koytsɨnaniki    quruza    waramu gwaradiz  ʧ'äfäʧ'äftɨkama  kwan.  

this one when we blow  the sleeping  army     by sword  having destroyed kill!   

'Once we hear the Fifi blowing, kill the drank and sleeping army in each household with a sword.'  
 

ɨza  koytsɨnaniki fikama   giŋa  nɨkama    kodtana   sew              

this one when we blow  leaving the house  run!  having said  like a code  having done  

tekemɨstɨkama koysana 

having used    they blow it. 

'They also agreed to listen to the second blow of the Fifi so that they leave their houses and escape after killing all 

the army members in each household.'  
 

karakɨʧi  waram  saqiw  sahatda  koytskama kwaysani  ʤukama            

mid-night  army  when it sleeps  hour     having blowing when blowing  having stood up  

yintuza  warama   gɨngɨnda  zɨkuza   goradiz   ʧafaʧafana. 

that came  army   house to house  that is present  with sword  they destroyed 

'At midnight, by the time the army got asleep and the Fifi blew, they woke up and destroyed the army that was 

assigned to each household.' 
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ʧafaʧafkɨ kwani  kuzikama aza  fifi  koyzkama  giŋi         

having destroyed when killing  after they killed that Fifi  having blown  running    

ɨstawza  fifi  keytskama  kazana  giŋka           kazana. 

which is called  Fifi having blown  they went  they having run they went.  

'After destroying the army, they ran away and escaped blowing the Fifi.'  
 

andaz ana   xuna aqawada   guzi           guzɨstɨnkwi            aqi      yiwaʧka   amalatana. 

then   from  to the female person  assignment who were assigned  persons  alone       they escaped 

'Then, only those army members who were assigned at the widow’s house, escaped.'  
 

amalatkama agaru      kaska  daɲɨz   dokama ɨndägäna waram  

having escaped  to their country  having gone  for judge  having told  again      army  

ʧanista    yintani  ɨnn  nɨwaz  aqa   aa..y  ɨnda   tigunuwaz                       

having been loaded when it comes  this  our country  people  no no.. here  who remain 

aqi  sarki  gɨsaŋu  kamatsɨmba.   

person black  dog let him give birth  

'The two army members, after escaping and reaching their country, they told all what had happened to the chief of 

the country. They were allowed to march back once again to the villages and retaliate. The army came back in big 

numbers to our territory. The folk wanted everyone to leave. They cursed those who wanted to remain behind 'Let 

God make them give birth to black dog.' 
 

tilbi miyandada ɨnʧiw  furawza   ʤaru kamantsɨmba            nɨka   

flax  shadow   having sat  who rests child  let God let you give birth having said 

aɣaɣarkama  wɨlla ʤukama  kazana. 

having cursed  all     started    they leave  

'The escapees left for good having cursed those who remained behind by saying 'Let God make you give birth to 

weak and minute child who sits down and rests under the shadow of a flax tree.' 
 

giŋi ɨstawza  fifi koytskama kazana.  

run!  which says Fifi  having blown  they leave    

'They blew the Fifi which signals ‘leave!, run! escape! and left their places for good.' 
 

kazani   aɣw       waɣama   gɨsta          

when they leave water  having swollen  it was found     

'When they were travelling, they encountered a swelling river.'   
 

waramki  dukis   sibaskuɣwa.  

the army  by footstep  it followed 

'The Army followed them in their footsteps.'  
 

aɣw   aɣani   aa..y wɨnɨzz  bedelɨstɨna  ɨskununiki  ɨntɨ  

water  when it swells  no no by the truth  we have been oppressed  if it is      you   
 

aɣw  danguyaɣaɣ    

water  will recede   
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'When they found the river swelling, they said, 'if we have been the victims, the river will recede and allow us to 

cross'.' 
 

bedelɨstɨna             yawununiki  waɣtata   zɨkiyaɣaɣ  

we have been oppressed  if it is not          remain swelling  you will live 

'If we have not been victims, the river will remain swelling and prevent us from crossing it.'     
 

nanguzma   aɣw laŋaʃi  benɨst  laŋaʃi benɨstani     kaykama  kazana. 

by the time they say this water  into two divided into two when divided  having crossed  they left 

'By the time they said that, the water was divided into two and allowed them to cross.' 
 

waram  yinta  tambani  an aɣw zurama           waɣa.  

the army   having come when reached  that water  having turned it swelled 

'When the army reached the river, it once again took its normal course and became swollen.' 
 

quʧda    aɣkama    ay...  nu   kɨsne  ŋɨʃigena                    

by the other side of the river having been   no no  we  but  hereafter  

bedelɨstɨnuɣa   aɣŋɨzi   aɣw    dangwama  kaynaskunuɣwa. 

who are oppressed because we are water   having receded  we crossed  

'Those who crossed the river said, ‘We proved from the receding river which allowed us to cross that we have 

been so far oppressed. Hence, there is no way to go back.' 
 

nanusatda  an  warami legu  qɨtada      quʧda                      legu  

by the time they said this that  army   fire from a distance  other side of the river fire    

ŋa minuza          kantkama legu  yimana.  

they  which they hold having seen  fire they begged 

'By the time they said this, the army, having seen the people holding fire from the other side of the river distantly,  

begged them to give them fire.'  
 

nɨska  ʧegerwaɣ legu kaytsikama  akan  nani   wonʧifɨz   legu  

to us  we are in trouble fire  having crossed  give us saying   by sling   fire  

kaytsɨkama  ɨndagana  waramɨz   yana 

having crossed  again      for the army  they gave 

'When the army begged for fire and realized that they were in trouble, the people who crossed the river generously 

throw them the fire across the river using a sling.' 
 

yiwɨzkama  ɨnni  aqi  baykazana 

having given  these  people  leave for good  

'After giving the fire for their enemies, the people left the area for good.'        
 

ŋɨʃi bambi aɣw      bambani     ɨstaw  fifi zɨkuɣwa  

now  swim!  water  swimming  which is called  Fifi  there is      

'From that time onwards, there is a Fifi sound which signals to swim.' 
 

aza  kaska  tambanu             sa'atɨz   aɣw      waɣa         ɣɨstani         

that  going  when they reached  by the time   water  which swells  which was found  
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aɣw      bambani  naw  fifi  kwayɨtsa   zɨkuɣwa  

water   swimming which says Fifi  blowing   there is  

'When they reached the river, they blew the Fifi which signals ‘swim!’. There exists that Fifi tradition until today.’ 
 

kant  bambikama     bar  benɨstayani     kaykwa  

look!  they having swam sea  when divided  they crossed    

'Look! first they swam and then when they found out that the sea was divided into two, they crossed on foot.' 
 

anda  kaskama    ŋaki   kazuzuraki  sedadɨstama kenɨya  

there  having gone  from them  our people  having migrated  Kenya  

ɨstawza             agaru    tuko 

which is called  country they entered 

'Then, our people who went away that time migrated and entered a country known as Kenya.' 
 

kwarkwaʧ     ɨstawza           tuko 

Kuarkuach  which is called  they entered 

'They entered a particular place called Kuarkuach in Kenya.' 
 

naw  afätarik   zɨkwawa  

which says  oral history  there is 

'There is this oral history.'  
 

andaz  ɨnda  yiguyi   aqi  aza  fifi  banuki mɨʧutnama  ɨnda  yigwaskuɣwa 

then  here   who remained  person  that  Fifi  half  having escaped  here  remained behind 

'Half of the people who did not abide by the Fifi signal escaped the exodus and remained here.' 
 

an  kazuki   kazaskuɣwa. 

that  who went  they went  

'Those who went already went.' 
 

anda  kazu         aqi  agotini  ɨstaw         fifi  kwayitsa   zɨkuɣwa. 

there  who went person  uncle  which is called  Fifi  blowing   there is     

'With those people who migrated, there was a Fifi blowing signal known as ‘uncle’.' 
 

tɨrkwi   tɨrkutkama   ɨnkinki   tɨrkutŋama   agotini ayaʤini  

homesickness  having been homesick this and this  having been homesick  my uncle my brother  

nɨkama    fifi  koyitskama  aniki  kazana. 

having considered Fifi  having blown  those  they go 

'Being considerate to each other, taking care of each other like close family members, they went far away blowing 

their Fifi.'          
 

ɨnda yigu  demaka    aza  fifi yiwza  ɨndagana  tekemɨstama  

here  who remained  on the other hand        that  Fifi which is again    having used  

ŋɨʃi zaɣeti  anatowa  ʤemerama  ŋɨʃi  zaɣeti  hamle  ankoda ʤemerama  

until  present  from that time  beginning  until  present  July    5   beginning   

mäskäräm tsɨkiya-sesta  aɣɨyti  naka  ɨnkɨrɨŋda  agɨsta.  
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September  19                up to  today  playing   is found 

'Those who remained here, on other hand, are found practicing Fifi until today. From the time of separation from 

our people up until today, we celebrate a Fifi day dancing and singing between July 5 and September 19.'                   
 

anda  kɨlage  tsɨli   layatsawi      nɨŋwa  mäʤemäri  gizasi   na               

then  on top  a little that makes it different  this year for the first time  

fifi  bal anana  mäskäräm  tsɨkra-sestazi  waradaw  daraʤis   safunuza 

Fifi  festival having said  September  19    district   level       a wider 

kɨbra  ba'alu  kebersɨnana   amatʧibi    ɨniŋis   ketselama keberata  

grand  feast  having celebrated  every year  like this  having continued to celebrate       

nɨŋɨzi     wasansɨnana        ŋɨʃi  mäʤemäri  gizu   ŋɨʃi  fayuza  

saying having caused to be decided  now  for the first  time  now  past           

mäskarämu tsɨkrä-sestaz  gerk  kebertsɨna. 

September 19       day   we celebrate 

'This year, we celebrated the Fifi festival for the first time at the district level. It was colorfully celebrated on  

September 19 and on top of that it was decided to celebrate the Fifi festival once every year.’'    
 

na  fifiw bahili  yintuwi       manaʃi   ɨnda  nɨkama   dɨɣwana.       

and  of Fifi  culture that came  its source  this  having said  they tell us 

'They told us this about how the Fifi tradition came into existence first.’     

 

Rough translation:    
The woodwind known as Fifi is a bunch of six musical instruments made from bamboo. It had been first used by 

judges. In ancient times, the judges used to demand a lot of tax from our Kulisi ancestors. Our ancestors used to 

pay land tax and money. They used to offer eggs. They were demanded to submit pairs of short trousers. When 

our ancestors felt ashamed of submitting old ones, they looked for new short trousers and submit those. As time 

passed on, they were once asked to bring their little girls as present to their chiefs. However, they revolted and 

said, ‘no no …! enough is enough! other than the burden of taxes we used to pay so far, we will never pay our 

children as tax’. The suffering folk came together, discussed and unanimously decided to say ‘no’ to the last 

demand from the judges. They agreed to fight back as nothing worst could be imposed on them. The people, 

contesting the child-as-tax order, went back home having fixed the date of their next meeting. They knew that 

their chiefs could not hesitate to try to accept the decree by force. They knew that marching of the army was 

evident to impose the demand of their chiefs on the people. After realizing the irreversible marching of the army, 

they arranged a tactic as a way out from the crisis. They agreed to prepare a feast for the approaching army and 

started to take actions accordingly. They prepared all eatable and drinkable stuff by adding something that can 

make one easily drank and become out of sense. Eventually, the army reached at their village to take their girls by 

force. The folk already planned to assign the army into each household to enjoy eating and drinking. All army 

members were unexpectedly told that a feast was prepared honoring them and invited to be part of it. Each 

household took two army members who were friendly told to spend the night eating and drinking. Among the 

villagers to whom two army members were assigned was a widow.  The widow, who had lost her husband and 

then used to live in a small hut, brought the two guests home and allowed them to eat and drink. The Kulisi folk 

had already designed the army be fed and drank well so that they could finally go into a deep sleep in each 
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household. Once they make sure that the army got drank and fell asleep, they decided to blow the Fifi as an alarm 

so that all villagers gather swiftly to an identified spot. Once the Fifi was heard blowing for the first time, they 

decided to immediately start killing all army members with a sword in each household. They also agreed to listen 

to the second blow of the Fifi so as to leave their houses and escape. At midnight, after making sure that the army 

got asleep, the Fifi blew for the first action to take place. Our ancestors all woke up and killed the army that was 

assigned in each household. After destroying the army, another Fift blew and then they ran away and escaped. 

They continued blowing the Fifi. Unfortunately, from the army members, those who were assigned at the widow’s 

house, managed to escape and to return to their places. Then, they told their chiefs everything that had happened 

to the army by the Kulisi folk. The chiefs and judges angrily sent another army in big numbers. The army was told  

to capture the fleeing villagers and retaliate. The army came back to the Kulisi territory once again. Those who 

escaped first warned everyone from their folk not to remain behind. They even cursed those who wanted to remain 

behind, 'Let God make you give birth to a black dog.', 'Let God make you give birth to a weak and minute child 

who sits down and rests under the shadow of a flax tree.' The brave Kulisi left their place or good blowing the Fifi 

which signals ‘leave!, run! escape!.' On the way, they encountered a big swelling river. The army followed them in 

their footsteps. When they found out that crossing the swelling river was impossible, they said to God, ‘If we have 

been the oppressed innocent victims, let the river recede and allow us to cross. On the other hand, if we have not 

been the oppressed innocent victims, let the river remain swelling, prevent us from crossing and be captured by 

the army’. By the time they said that, God listened to their prayer, divided the river into two parts and allowed 

them to cross safely. When the army reached the river, once again, it took its normal course and became swollen. 

As a result, many army members were wiped out. The Kulisi who crossed the river said, ‘We proved from the 

receding river which allowed us to cross that we have been so far oppressed. Hence, they made the final decision 

to return to their villages. The remaining army members from the other side of the river begged the folk to offer 

them fire. When the folk realized that they were in trouble getting fire, they generously threw the fire across the 

river using a sling. After offering fire to their enemies, the Kulisi folk started their long journey having left their 

place for good. From their encounter of the swelling river, they introduced a Fifi signal for ‘swim’ to experience 

the skill. Such Fifi traditions exist until today. First they tried to swim, and then following their appeal to God, 

they were miraculously allowed to cross the divided river on foot. It is still believed that our people who went 

away during that time migrated and entered a country known as Kenya. They settled in a particular place called 

Kuarkuach in Kenya. There is this oral history. Half of the Kulisi people who did not follow the Fifi signals 

escaped the exodus and remained here. Our people who migrated exceptionally introduced a Fifi blowing signal 

known as ‘uncle’. This made them to be considerate to each other and to take care of each other like close family 

members. Those who remained here are partly practicing Fifi until today. From the time of separation from our 

own folk up until today, we celebrate a Fifi day dancing and singing between July 5 and September 19. This year, 

we celebrated the Fifi day for the first time at the district level. It was colorfully celebrated on September 19 and 

on top of that it was decided to celebrate the Fifi day once every year regularly. We heard this oral history about 

the Fifi tradition from our ancestors.       
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Appendix III: The Kulisi People and their Vicinity 
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Elderly Kulisi woman   Elderly Kulisi man 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 A Kulisi farmer near his granary       Kulisi men from Fendeka, a small town (far back    

         is seen the Mosebit mountain) 
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  A Kulisi boy             A Kulisi youngster 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A Kulisi girl       A Kulisi young woman 
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  A Kulisi nun       A woman drilling water from well 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  Villagers at Almu     A Kulisi person playing one of  the   

                   musical instruments  
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    Playing the five-string musical instrument called Krar     Traditional cloth of Kulisi women 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Kulisi women at Almu         Kulisi children at Almu 
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 Kulisi dancing by blowing Fifi      School children in a classroom   

 

            
              A student helping his classmates      In the Ethiopic script, they are doing well  
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       goraɣ (traditional hoe)           ʧilfa/koɣʃi (traditional spoon) 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 uɣur (rope used to mount beehive       rubbing ʧiɣri lit. ‘scratcher’ to produce fire  

                    and bring down wild honey)   
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 The Mosebit mountain nearby Almu      A Kulisi village  

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

        Gobe (cereal) preserved in a traditional granary          tɨti mizana 'cotton scale' 
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  A village toilet      ɨmpɨlta (musical instrument) 

    

    
Fifi, a typical Kulisi musical instrument played once every    aɣu kɨba 'water gourd' used to fetch water  having put    
 year from Hamle 5 up to Meskerem 19      abaɣa on     for    comfort 
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                kɨrar, a five string musical instrument        bambina kɨntɨtsa 'instrument for leaning  

         how to swim) made of gourd and rope 

    

    

    

    

    

    
    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

           yimbi for sacking blood from swollen body part    tatri (gourd used for bringing  

                     down wild honey from big tree tops) 
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    sɨlaɣa zɨɣsi wombɨri 'instrument to drink water with        ʧiɣri ‘scratcher’ (Amh. mäʧariya) by which people  

                   produce fire through intense rubbing   
    

    

    

    

    

    
    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 A house made of grass and bamboo       Granaries  
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         Smoking pots (fumigation) for traditional beer          Traditional hockey stick 

 

                         
            Sling mostly used to protect crop from birds                                                

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 


